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PREFACE

As the reader may knoWj the North Vietnamese

Government employs two major interconnected intelligence
mechanisms against its enemies in North and South
Viet-Nam and abroad. One of these mechanisms is a
state security organization called in Vietnamese Bo
Cong-An or Ministry of Public Security^ sister or

first cousin to the Soviet KGB and the communist
Chinese Ministry of Public Security.

The other

mechanism is contained within the North Vietnamese

military structure and includes a strategic intelli

gence function as well as a tactical military

intelligence function.

In all communist governments the structure
of government and party organs is complex. The
communist government in Viet-Nam is especially

to sort out because of the fiction embodied

in the National Front for the Liberation of South
Viet-Nam (NFLSVN) that the revolutionary movement
south of the demarcation line is an independent
.i<:.

organization, befriended and supported, but not directed
by the government of North Viet-Nam. In actual fact,
the North Vietnamese Government arrogates to itself
jurisdiction and authority over all of Viet-Nam, and

■

■v^»^ - /.Ifo-j;

-ii'-T'.-":-- c-

all elements of the southern movement including the
intelligence and security services, are subordinated
hy direct chains of command to bureaus, ministries,
and party offices in Hanoi. The NFLSVN, officially
• SS«B^»ra^^-- .• -

-

formed in December 1960, is operated by the Lao-Dong

Party from Hanoi in the Party 's chain of command

through the Proselyting Sections of the Party Committees
(Viet Cong bases) at the echelons of COSVN (Central
Office for South Viet-Nam), the regions, provinces,
districts, cities, villages, and hamlets.
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PREFACE

/Is the p- eadev may know, the Eorth Vietnamese
Government employs two major interconnected intelligence

mechanisms against its enemies in Earth and South
Viet-Nam and abroad.

One of these mechanisms is a

state security organization called in Vietnamese Bo
Cong-An or Ministry of Fublic Security, sister or

first cousin to the Soviet KGB and the communist
Chinese^ Ministry of Public Security. The other

mechanism is contained within the Earth Vietnamese
military structure and includes a strategic intelli

gence function as well as a tactical military

Intelligence function.

In all communist governments the structure

of government and party organs is complex.

The

communist government in Viet-Eam is especially

diff'^<^^^'^

sort out because of the fiction embodied

■in the Rational Front for the Liberation of South
yiet-Ram (RFLSVR) that the revolutionary movement
south of the demarcation line is an independent

organization, befriended and supported, but not directed
by the government of Rorth Viet-Eajn.
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In actual fact,

the Rorth Vietnamese Government arrogates to itself
jurisdiction and authority over all of Viet-Eam, and

all elements of the southern movement including the

■inteltigence and security services, are subordinated
*
by direct chains of comnjand to bureaus, ministries,
and party offices in Hanoi. The EFLSVE, officially
formed in December i960, is operated by the Lao-Dong
Party from Hanoi in the Party's chain of command
through the Proselyting Sections of the Party Committees
(Viet Cong bases) at the echelons of COSVE (Central
Offiae^ for South Viet-Rasn), the regions, provinces,
distriots, cities, villages, and hamlets.

A previous paper TThe Viet Cong Security
Service, issued in July 1967 and referred to as
"TRAMPOLINE No. 1") summarizes our knowledge at the

level of CONFIDENTIAL information on the Public
Security Ministry 's mechanism in South Viet-Nam.

The present paper is the second in \a series being
prepared on the communist Vietnamese intelligence

and security apparatus. This monograph, like its
companion - TRAMPOLINE No. 1 - is the product of a

joint effort of United States civilian and military
organizations in Saigon and Washington. It comprises
a summary of information at the CONFIDENTIAL level
from a broad range of sources, scholarly and
journalistic as well as clandestine, historical as
well as current. Obviously not all holdings or sources
have been tapped, for reasons of security, and

readers are invited to criticize, suggest amendments,
and contribute additions through regular reporting
channels with reference to specific paragraphs of
this paper. Operators engaging the Cue Nghien-Cuu
in counterintelligence operations and officers re
sponsible for protection against this service are
invited to study Chapter VII, which contains some
probably useful information on the CNC's modus

operand! - how the spy carries out his operations in
the field.
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COMMENT UPON SOURCES CONSULTED

In ordev to obtain information on the early
period of Viet-Minh intelligence activities^ it was
necessary to consult overt sources.

A selected

bibliography of the sources consulted may be found

at the end of this monograph. For the period following
the establishment of the DRVN, overt sources^ in the
most partj were no longer adequate^ and it was
necessary to consult information provided by clandestine
sources. Such sources included^ among others^ official
Vietnamese and French services as well as interror

gations of captured intelligence agents. Much of this
informationy however^ is vague^ inconsistent^ and

■inaccurate.

No apparent attempt had been made to

verify conflicting statements nor to refine overly
general statements. The difficulties of the analyst
are aggravated in part by erroneous language that
reflects a lack, of translators' familarity with the
subject matter and with accepted terminology.

^^p-;

To the

English-speaking analyst there appears to be a
linguistic confusion among the Vietnamese themselves.
Even the nomenclature of the strategic intelligence
service and its predecessor organizations during the
period from 2945 to 1957 is confused^ and the present
position of the service within the structure of the
communist government of North Viet-Nam is impossible
to desvgnate^ with precision except by conjectural
fnterpretatton of the raw material.
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CHAPTER I

HISTORY:

1941 - 1961

1. Even more than with most matters in any
communist controlled country, the intelligence and
security services are subject to the immediate direc
tion of the Communist Party. The intelligence and
security services of the Democratic Republic of VietNam (DRVN) are no exception to this rule and, in light
of Party control, it becomes evident that the estab
lishment and development of the strategic intelligence
service must be discussed in time of the growth of
the communist movement under HO-CHI-MINH (Hoof Chis
Minh) in Southeast Asia.
THE FORMATIVE PERIOD

1941 - 1945

2.

Detailed information concerning the

Indochinese Communist Partyl before 1941 is at best
rudimentary; information concerning the intelligence
and security services during that period is practi
cally non-existent. It is presumed that the Party
possessed and used a security and counterintelligence

mechanism as early as the Thirties.2

The first hint,

however, of clandestine intelligence activity appears
in l94L after the Indochinese Communist Party held t
its 8th session, from 10 to 19 May 1941, at Ching Hai
in Kwang Si Province of southern China.

According to

V0-NGUYEN-GIAP3 (Vox Nguyeen Giaps), the Party
Central Committee realized that a new cycle of war
and revolution had begun and "the situation in

Indochina" had "advanced to the stage of national

M
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liberation". In 1940 and early 1941, local uprisings
occurred in Bac-Son, Nam-Ky, and Do-Luong areas. To
the Party these uprisings against the Japanese and
colonial French authorities were "the signs of the

national insurrection and the first steps of armed

struggle of the Indochinese people".^

The Party then

foOTulated a program to organize propaganda and
agitation among the people to gather all nationalist
forces into the Viet-Minh, to build guerrilla bases,
to set up revolutionary armed forces, and to make
preparations for armed insurrection. The task of

implementing this program was given to VO-NGUYEN-GIAP.
3.

GIAP first set up his headquarters in

the mountainous region of northern Tonkin, probably
in the province of Cao-Bang. Then, starting with a
nucleus of about thirty armed men, GIAP devoted his

attention to stirring up guerrilla activity inside
Indochina.

order to support his guerrilla

activities in the field, GIAP formed a network of

agents and informants throughout the whole area with
concentration of coverage in the frontier provinces
of Cao-Bang, Lang-Son, and Bac-Can. (See Map II.)
GIAP spent the remainder of 1941 perfecting this in-

telligence system which, according to one source,
a

quickly proved its effectiveness and became the only
body in Kwang Si Province in southern China, where
ICP headquarters was located, that was well-informed
as to what was happening in Indochina.^
5. The ability of GIAP's intelligence system

to obtain much needed intelligence on Indochina came
to the attention of the military governor of Kwang Si,
General CH^G FA-KUEI.7 This young war-lord, who as
of this writing is reported to live in Hong Kong, had
for some time been under pressure from the Chinese

nationalist government (Kuomi-ntang) to obtain
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The Administrative Divisions of North Vietnam.

a

mrnifm
information on activities in Indochina.

For this

reason, the governor was receptive to Viet-Minh offers
J.'Sw.Vj

I#R

to supply the Kuomintang army with intelligence on
Japanese forces in Indochina and to build up, with
Chinese aid, a' local military force to be deployed
against the Japanese. Although the general was anxious to receive whatever intelligence the Viet-Minh

might obtain, he was reluctant to support a known
communist organization.

In fact around- the end of

1941, the Kuomintang arrested several Indochinese

revolutionaries, including the one recognized only
later as the most dangerous, NGUYEN-AI-QUOC (Nguyeenx

Ais Quoocs),° in hope that by removing Indochinese
communist leaders, others less motivated by the
communist cause would be persuaded to follow more
willingly the Kuomintang line of thought. When it
became apparent that none of the pro-Chinese natipn-

I

alist elements -among the Vietnamese living in south
China was able to produce an espionage,, propaganda,
and sabotage organization against the Japanese and
Vichy French in Indochina, the Chinese called a meet

ing to which every Vietnamese organization in exile
was invited. The meeting took place in Liuchow from
4 October 1942 to the 16th.

^R-

6. On the 10th of October, during the
*iK' Liuchow meeting, a united front of all Vietnamese

^®r:

organizations in exile was announced and neimed the

.i'

Viet-Nam Revolutionary League (Viet-Uam Caah-Mang
Dong-Minh Hoi). One of the tasks of this organization
was to set up an espionage apparatus in Indochina as
well as paramilitary forces for cooperation with the
Chinese army. For this purpose, the CHIANG KAI-SHEK
government gave the head of the Dong-Minh Hoi, NGUYENHAI-THAN (Nguyeenf Hais Thaanf), a monthly allowance

•;^>ss

of 100,000 non-;communist Chinese dollars.

7.

The Dong-Minh Hoi did not succeed in

fulfilling its task, primarily because its leadership

)Ng|gj

remained as disorganized, quarrelsome, and incompetent
after the forming of the Revolutionary League as it

had been before. Towards the end of 1942, however,
the Vief-Minh, who, although a member of the League,
had chosen to remain politically and operationally
independent, did offer to place their now quite
efficient guerrilla intelligence network at the
disposal of the Chinese if the latter would consent
to release NGUYEN-AI-QUOC. Presumably at this time
there was clandestine liaison between the V-iet-Minh

and the Chinese communist force of QUOC's old comrade
MAO TSE-TUNG as well as between MAO's intelligence
service and that commanded by GIAP. In any event the

governor of Kwang Si accepted the Viet-M-inh proposal,

but knowing that the Kuomintang would not do business
with a well-known communist, suggested QUOC change
his name.. In February 1943,9 quoc was released and

with his new name, HO-CHI-MINH, was presented as a
nationalist guerrilla leader and made head of "the

Dong-Minh

According to Philippe Devillers,

one of the best French observers of the Indochina

scene and a former PIG in the French army in Indo
china, "the underground contacts of the communists
Were already well organized, and the Viet-Minh was

able to give satisfaction to the Chinese." Devillers
goes on to state that "if their reports were not

always exact, they had the merit of being numerous,
which made a good impression."H Viet-Minh intelli
gence, although overshadowed by the Free French
networks,12 did well, as GIAP's influence increased

and his agents became more experienced.

When informa

tion produced by the V-tet-Minh began flowing to

^

Chungking, the Dong-Minh Hoi, was allowed facilities*
at a camp near Liuchow to train agents, guerrillas,v
and saboteurs, and a certain amount of money, stores,
and arms were allocated to further these activities,
8.

On 28 March 1944, the Viet Nam'vRevolu-

tionary League declared itself to be the provisional

government of Viet Nam. In this pretension, the
League was encouraged and supported by CHIANG KAISHEK, who wanted a puppet government to install for

the time when CHIANG*s Kuomintang should finally

emerge over MAO' s communists and the Japanese aS the

ruling government of China. In his guise of a ~

national guerrilla leader, HO-CHI-MINH became a member

of the Provisional Government of Viet Nam and, in
October 1944, moved his headquarters to the mountain

i

i
1^ ?

ous region of Thai-Nguyen Province.

There he

instructed VO-NGUYEN-GIAP to set about organizing a

resistance movement directed against the French and

modellea after mo TSE-TUNG's Chinese communist
guerrilla organization. This new element bore two

semi-public labels:

those of its units that engaged

^^■1
' P^°P^S^nda,
proselyting,
were
called
the Armed
Propaganda
Brigade foretc.,
the Libera

tion of Viet-Nam," while those which engaged primarily

in armed combat and terror were called*the "National

Salvation (Self-Defense) " units.

hI

The intelligence

service commanded by GIAP, which presumably used all

• guerrilla elements for cover, had no label for
display to the outside world, or none of which there
IS available record.

^v.

early
1945, the the
Viet-Minh
movement^ had spread
throughout
area of guerrilla
northern

Tonkin and was in control of a large portion of that

;®SSa'V
;■
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larger villages and towns where

the French maintained control. As the guerrilla

movement expanded its area of operations the need for

intelligence, particularly enemy (French and Japanese)
lacking on the structure of the intelligence service
as ysll as of HO s political organs during this

order of battle increased. Details are unfortunately
period.

On 9 March 1945, as the Allied-.forces in

urope were crossing the Rhine into Germany,^ the

Japanese declared the independence of Viet Nam and
ordered the internment of all French officials in

Indochina. As a result of these wholesale arrests/
the Free French intelligence networks were dissolved
and ceased to be a source of information to the

Allies^(American and Chinese forces) on activities in
Indochina. Consequently the Allies were forced to
turn to the Viet'-Minh guerrilla networks which had
continued to send reports to the Chinese.
11.

Apparently at this time the American

OSS representatives in Chungking took an interest in
the HO-CHI-MINH organization. In July 1945, a team

of American instructors was dropped by parachute near
his headquarters in Thai-Nguyen Province. The Ameri
cans also supplied the Viet-Minh with radio trans

mitters, small arms, and a wealth of other equipment
designed for guerrilla use. Although American contact

with the
A. started under favorable conditions,
these relations with the Viet-Minh cooled considerably

as Viet-Minh'8 communist character became more evident.
12. The result of this support from his
future enemies and of the Japanese surrender was that

by August HO-CHI-MINH felt Strong enough to cut all

ties with the Kuomintang sponsored Provisional Govern
ment and to announce the formation of the "Viet-Nam

People's Liberation Committee," of which he was the
head. On 19 August, HO-CHI-MINH took control from
Emperor BAO-DAI and declared the establishment of the

Provisional Government of Viet-Nam, pending the
founding of an official government.
1945 - 1957

\
'
\

13. On 2 September 1945, HO-CHI-MINH pro
claimed the "Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam," severed
iinks with France, and repudiated all French-made
treaties and agreements.

A Cabinet was formed of

which at least eight members were positively identified
8

, OQNEipENTIAL

as members of the Indochinese Communist Party. VONGUYEN-GIAP became Minister of Interior thus gaining
control of the police and security forces. Although

GIAP did not remain in the Cabinet set up by the

National Assembly in March 1946, he did remain in the

Government as commander-in-chief of the People's Army

■•: !

of Viet-Nam (PAVN) .

He was also made chairman of the

h^i

National Resistance Committee, set up in March.1946,

|y;

Ministry of National Defense and thereby reduced the

which in fact absorbed most of the tasks of the

in
^■!i

l|

letter's role to one o.f supply and procurement.

GIAP' s position permitted him to take a free hand in

the arming and organizing of the Viet-Minh armed

forces,13 including the intelligence services that

supported military operations against the French.
14. Up to this time, the Vietnamese commu
nists had functioned as a clandestine organization.

With the Japanese declaration of Vietnamese independ
ence, the communist movement entered into an overt

period, and represented itself as the legally
constituted government of an independent country.

When hostilities between the Viet-Minh and the French

came to a head in December 1946, the DRVN government

was forced to withdraw from Hanoi and to set up

operations in the Viet-Bac where it again became a
clandestine mechanism. This move, however, did not
change the Viet-Minh's projection of HO-CHI-MINH's
underground bureaucracy as the legitimate government
of Viet Nam.

15.

During the absence of HO-CHI-MINH at

the Fontainebleau Conference from July to September
1946, GIAP took over the Ministry of Interior while
its incumbent, HUYNH-THUC-KHANG, became acting presi
dent of the DRVN.

GIAP also took over a newly
created Army Commissariat,14 in effect, an embryonic

general staff. ^ There existed, apparently within the

Airniy Commissariat, an intelligence element chlled

MljgTIAL

Phong Tinh-Bao or Intelligence Office. This organiza
tion appears to have been no more than a military
reconnaissance formation responsible for obtaining
enemy (French) order of battle.

The headquarters

element comprised three components:

administration,

research, and communications, and was placed under
the leadership of HOANG-MINH-DAO (Hoangf Minh Dao ),
who reportedly became chief in 1960 of the Military
Intelligence Section of the Military Affairs Section
of COSVN but whose whereabouts at present writing are
unknown. Operational field units existed in the areas
not under French or Chinese Nationalist control; e.g.,

Hanoi, Haiphong, Hai-Duong, Nam-Dinh, Hon-Gay, and
Gia-Lara. Because these units lacked operational
experience and were unsure of their exact role, the

efficiency of this early intelligence service was
poor.

16.

The Phong Tinh-Bao was probably the fore

runner of the "Central Reconnaissance Section"

mentioned by one non-journalist source as being
responsible to the Ministry of National Defense.
This section, charged with the collection of tactical

intelligence, may have been only a headquarters staff
since there appears to have been no chain of command
between it and the reconnaissance units of military
elements in the field.

17.

Sometime during the early days of the

DRVN, reportedly in 1945, TRAN-HIEU (Traanf Hieeuj)

had been charged with setting up a civilian intelli
gence service.

A member of the Indochinese Communist

Party since 1930, he had been deported in 1936 from ^
Indochina to Madagascar, where he remained until
'
released by the Allied forces sometime before 1943. ^

In 1945 HIEU was given intelligence training by OSS
and later dropped into Ha-Dong Province. In addition
to working for OSS, he spent a good deal of time
helping to organize the Viet-M-Lnh intelligence
service in the provinces of Ha-Dong, Son-Tay, and
10
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Ninh Binh. It is not clear from available informatxon whether thxs was done under OSS direction or
not. By 1945, TRAN-HIEU appears to have entered the
Dxrectorate General of Public Security {Nha Tonq
Gvam-^oc Co^-An), a component of the Ministry of
Interxor,!^ where he may have been instrumental in
settxng up the Specxal Affairs Section (So Pfcan Dac

7u), charged wxth counterxntelligence and general

operatxons, of which he became the head

Special Affiars units at city
there appears to have been no

defxnxte organxzatxonal pattern nor strict chain of
command between headquarters and the various
echelons.

'A

(See Chart I.)

_ .
Sometime in 1949, upon the advice of
advisors (according to unconfirmed
xnforaatxon), the xntellxgence fianction of the
Specxal Affaxrs Section (later called the Political
Bureau or Polxtxcal Protection Bureau) was trans- •
Directorate General
JJi^J-Jter sSecurity
Office, where
an organiza-

to the

txon called ^e Nha Lien-Lao or Liaison Directorate

"strategic policy" needs of

JoLfin xntellxgence.collection
of domestic andfuncforexgn
The counterintelligence
• ^^^11
aggressive operations against enemy
of the
central S
CI records, appears to havemaintenance
remained with
approprxate element of the Directorate General of
Publxc Securxty. (See Chart II.)
newly formed strategic service was

opLational know-

.xntellxgence,
.
nual
conflict
among security,
military
and
cxvilian
intelligence
personnel.

As a result, the new service was dissolved in 1950,
^
o
u
''^ f' '.

xc

returned
to the Directorate
General
ecurxty.
its personnel
were divided
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between Public Security and military intelligence.
In early 1951, the service was re-established as a

separate entity again under TRAN-HIEU, who reported

directly to the Prime Minister's Office.

Party

direction was' apparently exercised through PHAM-VANDONG, at that time Deputy Prime Minister and a member

of the Politbureau of the Lao-Dong Party Central
Committee.

20. The geographic location of the head
quarters before 1954 was in Dai-Tu District, ThaiNguyen Province (present day Bac-Thai Province), but
was organized to move whenever the Prime Minister
moved. Each province had its own Liaison Office

except certain provinces such as Hon-Gay and QuangYen, which had a combined office. The Thanh-Hoa
office was responsible for all of the area south of
K

r^gA-k>...
•

fell' .r
^ ■

a^nSi^- i'-;-

Hue. The northern provinces, which were by that
time under VietrMinh control, were under the juris
diction of Public Security rather than the Liaison
Directorate. Later, a niimber of personnel from the
Liaison Directorate were assigned to Laos, Cambodia,
Thailand, Communist China, and Hong Kong. After
July 1954, the Liaison Directorate took advantage of
the southward refugee movement as a means of infilter

';F.^i

ing agent personnel into the south, where they were

assigned to carry out long-range high-level opera
tions.
;3;;:

;;

21.

At apparently the same time in 1949

the Special Affairs Section was transferred out
'S

the Directorate General of Public Security, the

Bi ^^^^vhere it became known as.the Cue Quan-Bao (Cucj

^®<^tion in the Ministry of National
I ^^te^gDefense was placed
within the PAVN General Staff

Baos) - Military Intelligence Agency - or,
following French usage, Cua Bai (Cucj Hai) - Second

^^^^gBureau. The various reconnaissance units at lower
^^gl^echelons were designated as Military Intellfgence

■ .".VF
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communist military units operating in the south,
including military intelligence personnel, on the
other hand, were to return to North Viet-Nam in

accordance with the Geneva Agreement.

The whole staff

of the- Nam-Bo Military Intelligence Section accordingly
moved to the DRVN. The Fourth and Fifth Interzones,
however, decided on their own initiative to leave

behind a number of military intelligence personnel and
await orders from Hanoi to set up intelligence opera
tions. The majority of military intelligence personnel
who returned to the north under the provisions of the
Geneva Agreement was not integrated into the parent
service, and according to one source, neither the
military intelligence service nor the Liaison

Directorate paid any attention to the personnel
arriving in the north. This attitude on the part of
headquarters is said to have caused much dissatisfac
tion, but -there is no additional detail as to how

serious such dissatisfaction may have been nor ,what
effect, if any, it may have had upon the activities
of the intelligence services.
24.

As the Liaison Directorate became more

and more overburdened with responsibilities created
by new requirements, especially requirements generated
by expanding foreign relations, the increase in work
brought about a pressing need for additional personnel

and facilities. The responsibilities of the Military

Intelligence Agency, on the other hand, diminished to
the point where it had nothing more to do than to train

field reconnaissance units. To rectify an unsatis

factory situation, DRVN authorities decided, possibly

as early as 1955,17 to merge the civilian and military
intelligence organizations, thereby bringing about a'
concentration of personnel, facilities, intelligencd",
and guidance, with a concomitant reduction of budget
ary needs. Although the merger took place at head
quarters level, no integration took place at a lower

16
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H

Subordinate echelons of the former Military

Intelligence Agency were therefore unaffected by the
change.

f
v;

1957 - 1961
25, The reorganized intelligence service ^es ~i

^ made directly subordinate to the PAVN General StafflS j
and was given the cover name Cua Nghien-Cuu (Cucj
Nahieen Cwus) - Research Agency (CNC); however, more
^ often than not, the Vietnamese still refer to it as
t-he Cua Tinh-Bao^^ (Cucj Tinhf Baos) - Intelligence
Aaency (CTB). By 1957, the CNC was the single DRVN
aaency charged with the collection and analysis of

.strategic and tactical intelligence. The veteran
^ organizer and intelligence director, TRAN-HIEU, was
^ named chief of the CNC and in August 1957, Senior
Pt Colonel LE-TRONG-NGHIA (Lee Trongj Nghiax) was

wW- 2ippoijited HIEU's deputy. (See Charts XXI and XV.)
^ Colonel NGHIA, a member of the Communist Party since1935, was in 1945 secretary to General VO-NGUYENp[ He later served as chief of Military Intelligence
1948 and after a year as Executive Secretary in the

PAVN High Command, was again appointed chief of the
Cua Quan-Bao and remained in that position until 1957,.
26.

It is the opinion of one well-informed

f^K-source that as a result of combining the Liaison

^Directorate and the Military Intelligence Agency
^Ifthere was a breakdown of compartmentation. This
^Iweakening of security made it possible for South

Vietnamese authorities to identify and capture many
DRVN directed intelligence agents operating in South
Viet Ncim, and we have records showing that several

K^dred agents and support personnel (couriers, safe-

house keepers, radio operators, etc.) were arrested
during the years between 1958 and 1961. By that time

Virtually all CNC activities in South Viet-Nam came
"^p^a standstill. Another disadvantage of the merger.
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Sh'SiO
according to the same source, was the subordination
of the strategic intelligence service, formerly
controlled by the Prime Minister's Office, to the
PAVN General Staff in the Ministry of National

Defense. Its authority and status was now lessened
and its activity impeded by bureaucratic supervision
while Its personnel lost much of the fervor they had'
maintained in their former independent, younq, and elitfa
service. According to this source, these problems were
not paralyzing because the CNC, with other elements

of the Government, was subject to Communist Party

control, and no one dared openly to criticize the
merger of the two intelligence services.

27. Disturbed by the compromise of the CNC'<;
activities in South Viet Nam, the government removed
TRAN-HIEU as director and reassigned him as deputy
chairman of the People's Supreme Organ of Control
Concurrently, on the party side, he became secretirv •
of the Central Agencies Party Committee. Colonel
NGHIA was appointed in November 1961 as HIEU's
successor.

28. Unconfirmed information dated 1959 indi
cates that, at the time of the merger, Lt. General

VAN-TIEN-DUNG, PAVN Chief of Staff, became responsibl^b
to the Party Central Committee for intelligence
matters. There is also an indication that there mav
have been (and may still be) a high-level group
responsible to the Party for intelligence matters
This group reportedly included as members General*
VO-NGUYEN-GIAP, Commander-in-Chief, PAVN; Lt. Gene-r^i
VAN-TIEN-DUNG, PAVN Chief of Staff; PHAM-VAN-DONG

Prime Minister; NGUYEN-CHI-THANH, then head of thk
PAVN High Command Political Directorate, and TRUONGCHINH, who, as well as all of the above, is a member
of the Politbureau of the Lao-Dong Party Central
Committee. The implication is that this group\
served as the body for the coordination of DRVN

intelligence activities in North and South Viet-Nam
and abroad.

-29.

At this point, about two years after the

Politbureau of the Lao~Dong Party in Hanoi.had decided
to renew the armed offensive against the Republic of
Viet Nam, the Vietnamese communists' clandestine

intelligence organization may be said to have attained
maturity. Although compromises and catastrophes
continued to occur during succeeding years, the Cue
Nghien-Cuu produced an increasing flow of good intelli
gence from an increasing number of well-placed agents,

through an increasingly effective communications
system.

The functions and organization of the service

after 1961 are described in subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER II

. THE POSITION OF THE CUC NGHIEN-CUU
WITHIN THE DRVN GOVERNMENT

1.

Official directives and other such

issuances by the DRVN Government and by the Lao-Dong

Party estciblishing the Cue Nghien-Cuu, or Research
Agency, as the North Vietnamese strategic intelli

gence service, do not seem to be available to western

intelligence, although such documents must certainly

exist. Similar documents relating to CNC's prede
cessor organizations, the Cua Quan-Bao and the Nha
Lien-Lae are equally vinavailable.

2. Nothing is known about the philosophy
underlying the creation of the DRVN intelligence

collection apparatus nor about the extent to which

the North Vietnamese were influenced by Soviet

Russia or by the communist Chinese.
3.

As a result of this lack of basic

information, there is an almost complete blank as

to the functions the CNC carries out at the national
level.. For example, does the CNC act as the central

repositozry for all intelligence produced by other
components of the government?

Do its functions

include the evaluation of such intelligence for the\

purpose of producing national intelligence estimates

for dissemination to the policy making components of

the government and the Party?

What are the CNC's

dissemination functions, within the government and
the Party? Supporting dociunentation is, unfortunately,

almost totally lacking.
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4.

What information is at hand on CNC head

quarters in Hanoi appears mainly in the interroga

tions of some three or four captured CNC officers.
From these interrogations it has been possible to

gain some appreciation, albeit incomplete, of the

CNC's relations with the Lao-Dong Party, the DRVN

Government, and with components of the Ministry of
National Defense.
a.

(See Chart

V)

CNC Relations with the Lao-Dong Party

The CNC, a national defense agency

subordinate to the PAVN General Staff has primary

responsibility of keeping the PAVN High Commcind

informed as to the capabilities and intentions of
the Free World Armed Forces in South Viet-Nam.

Through its own intelligence operations in South

S' -i?.

Viet-Nam and other countries abroad, it also collects

positive intelligence - economic, military, and
political - which it disseminates through the military

^t

chain of commcind in the. DRVN to the Lao -Dong Party
structure, i.e., the Unification Committee, the

Military Affairs Committee, and finally to the

Politbureau and the Lao-Dong Party Central Committee.
■vfi

m^-
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Although such intelligence may originate with many

sources, there is no indication that the CNC has the

last word in evaluating intelligence. It is more
than likely that CNC-produced intelligence is reviewed

B

at a higher level, perhaps by an unidentified group

within the Politbureau, in conjunction with other

intelligence coming, for example, from the Current
Affairs Committee of the Central Office for South

Viet-Nam (COSVN) (through the Unification Committee) ,

the Ministry of Public Security (from its operations
bases, the An-Ninh sections, at the party echelons in
the DRVN as well as in South Viet-Nam) , and from the

General Political Directorate (through the Military
Affairs Committee).

This theory is perhaps supported

by the fact that the PAVN Chief of Staff, LTG" VAN-TIENDUNG (Vawn Tieens Zungx), and the Minister of Public
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Security, TRAN-QUOC-HOAN (Traanf Quoocs Hoanf), are
1 'i!

both alternate members of the Politbureau (and are
also members of the Military Affairs Committee) and

may sit in such a group as is postulated above.
Unification Committee (Uy-Ban ThonaNhat) of the Lao-Dona Party Centra
Committee

Inasmuch as no chain of command exists

between the military intelligence components of the

party structure in South Viet-Nam and CNC headquarters,
such intelligence requirements as the CNC may wish to

levy on military intelligence collection units in the
south are passed through the Unification Committee for

forwarding to COSVN.^® Coor(^ination is also apparently
accomplished at this level before a CNC agent in the
south can contact a local party element.

Except upon

very rare occasions, an agent under CNC- control in the
south is strictly forbidden to have contact with local

party elements. Should an agent find it necessary to
contact a local party element, he must first obtain

permission from CNC headquarters.
Military Affairs Committee (Qiian-Uy) of
the Lao-Dona Fartv Central Committee

Because of the subordination of the

military establishment to the Military Affairs
Committee,
it is presumed that some contact exists
between the Cue Nghien-Cuu and the Committee; however,
there is no information available to date describing
relations between these two components.
b.

1).

CNC Relations within the DRVN Government

Ministry of Public Security (Bo Cong-An)

By very rough analogy, the relation of
CNC with the Bo Cong-An is like that of the Soviet GRU
The Ministry of Public Security is the
with the KGB.
executive organ for maintaining internal security.

pviblic order, and Party control throughout Viet-Nam,
North and South. It is the DRVN's State Security
Service, and as such is the counterespionage organ
for the government-Party system in both the officially
secured area called North Viet-Nam and the mixture of

communist-secured, contested and Allied-invested
areas called South Viet-Nam.

Its additional

functions in North Viet-Nam and Viet Cong controlled
territory include traffic control, border control,
administration of prisons, communications security,
population census, commando and vazzia operations,
executions (i.e., assassinations), etc. Its functional
offices, called Security Sections (An-Ninh), exist
in every Party Committee from the national to village
levels and are controlled through an exclusive vertical
command channel.

Since the Ministry of Public Security employs
agent, double agent and informant mechanisms, it
obviously finds itself in competition with the CNC,
at least in its southern operations. We do not know
how coordination is effected between the two services,
but until evidence is received to the contrary we must
believe that the coordination is efficient and free

from intragovernmental or intraparty friction.
According to one well informed source, the CNC receives

assistance and cooperation of security elements at all
levels. Such assistance may include cover for CNC
contact stations located in North Viet-Nam.

It is reasonable to presume from Soviet and

Chinese analogies that the Ministry of Public Securitymay perform a covert function in the ranks of the army.
The actual status of Cong-An operatives in military '
lanits is unknown; they can be expected to have had
prior military service to operate clcindestine informant
nets in all
channels to
such covert
independent

echelons, and to report through direct
a central security office. The purpose of
operations is doubtless to provide an
check on the loyalty of members of the

army.
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This covert control function is in addition

to "normal" party control within the military es
tablishment through the party's network of political

officers (Chinh-tri-vien) directly responsible to the
party through,the party committees in all units, and
through the duality of political and military responsi

bility existing in the PAVN High Command.

(ef p'aragraph

c below.)

Although there is no statement to the effect

that the Ministry of Public Secuirty has covert agents
within the CNC for the purposes described above, it
may be pres\imed that such agents exist within the CNC.
So far as is known, the CNC does not have counter-

intelligence or security functions of its own.^^
As stated earlier, the Ministry of Public
Security is responsible for security of communications

within the DRVN government and the Lao-Dong Party. The
signal element of the PAVN General Staff appears
responsible for assigning radio frequencies to staff
and operational elements in the Ministry of National
Defense. Undoubtedly the CNC is included. The CNC in
turn assigns radio frequencies to its agent networks
and reports such assigned frequencies to the Ministry
of Public Security.
Minist]

of Foreign Affairs (Bo Ngoai-

Giao)

Although there is no supporting infor
mation, it is believed that the CNC may disseminate
intelligence to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

There are indications that the Ministry
assists the CNC by providing official cover for those

CNC intelligence officers assigned abroad.

For example,

it is reported that at least two members of the DRVN

Commercial Mission in Paris are or are suspected of
being CNC officers. They are both under diplomatic
cover. It is known that the CNC has assigned an

xandetermined number of its personnel to the DRVN

Embassy in Vientiane, Laos. Through the Ministry's
assistance, the CNC is able to assign one or more of
its personnel to reception committees organized to

welcome official foreign guests and delegations.^5
3).

National Front for the Liberation of
South Viet-Nam {Mat-Tran Dan-Toe Gia-

Phong Mien-Ham V-iet-Nam)

The NFLSVN is ostensibly not an organ

of the DRVN; it pretends to be an independent political
organization comprising residents of South Viet-Nam
who are in revolt against the Allied-sponsored
government and who receive sympathy and support from
North Viet-Nam. Actually the NFLSF is a front
organization created and directed by the Unification

Committee of the Lao-Dong Party in Hanoi. The Front's
activities in South Viet-Nam are directed through the
Proselyting Sections of the Party Committees at each
echelon from COSVN down to village. Its representations
abroad are controlled through the Party command channel.
Although concrete evidence is not available to this
study, it may be presumed that the offices of the

NFLSV abroad provide cover to the CNC.^^
4).

Ministry of Foreign Trade {Bo NgoaiThuong)

The Ministry of Foreign Trade cooperates"

with the CNC in much the same manner as the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs by permitting the CNC to assign its

^

personnel to DRVN trade missions abroad or to committees

receiving foreign trade delegations in North Viet-Nam.'
5).

Ministry of Communications and
Transportation {Bo Gvao-Thong va Van-Tai)
Several reports indicate that the CNC

maintains contact with this Ministry's Maritime Transpor

tation Service {Dghiep-Doan Van-Tai Song Bien) and a

BEWa
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division subordinate to the latter called the Shipping

Agency {Dai-Ly Tau-Bien). Available information
indicates the CNC may assign its own personnel to
certain positions to handle activities concerned with
CNC operations. According to a well informed source,
the deputy chief of the Shipping Agency in 1960 was a
CNC employee.
The Shipping Agency has a staff of about
thirty people and an equal number located in the field.
The agency is in charge of foreign trade shipping,

port activities, and ship clearances.

In addition

to its overt functions, the agency may also serve as
a cover organization for CNC boat units used to

transport agent personnel, classified documents, and

supplies to and from South Viet-Nam.

Several such

boat xinits are located in Nghe-An, Ha-Tinh, and QuangBinh Provinces; as well as at Vinh-Linh in the VinhLinh Special Zone, and quite possible in Hai-Phong.
Available information gives neither a clear nor a

detailed description of how the CNC communicates with
the boat units. Orders may be issued to the boat units
either through the Shipping Agency or directly by hand
or by radio. CN^C headquarters appears to communicate
directly with boat xinits located at Vinh-Linh.
¥-;i

c.

CNC Relations within the Ministrv of

National Defense {Bo Quoc-Phonq)
The General Political Directorate

{Tonq Cuo Chvnh-Trv Nhan-Dan)

Jj

As the principal agency of the Lao-Dong
Party and the Military Affairs Committee, the General
Political Directorate is responsible for communist

political control and indoctrination as well as security
and military justice throughout the armed forces.

Its

primary concern is the inculcation of communifet ideology
in all ranks and the suppression of subversibji. It is
also charged with maintaining training standards, sus

taining morale, and improving political and military
discipline.

The General Political Directorate exercises

its authority by means of two separate channels through the other military directorates and through
direct channels to party organs of the military units.
It appecirs that the General Political Directorate,
through the use of political officers in lower echelons,
supervises the execution of party projects by other
military directorates, including the General Staff,
and does not merely coordinate through these directorates
Direct channels apparently exist within the CNC and
extend from the headquarters level to the political
officer assigned to a contact base. A chart of such
a base is to be found at page 45.
The Organization Bureau in the General

Political Directorate keeps the records of all officers
as well as those of all party members in the army, and
screens promotions of all military officers, including
those military officers assigned to the CNC.

The Information and Training Bureau formulates
pleuis for political indoctrination in the army training
programs and supervises the execution of these plans.
According to one competent source, the General Political
Directorate "(also called "Education Management Bureau")
of the Ministry of National Defense usually held a
mass meeting once every two weeks of all military and
civilian personnel of the Cot Co Compound (headquarters
area of the Ministry of National Defense and the Cue
Ughien-Cuu) in either the club or stadiiim. The CNC

attended these gatherings, during which they received
verbal situation reports on the world. North Viet-Nam,

South Viet-Nam, etc.

^
I

The CNC also maintains contact with others
offices in the General Political Directorate such as

the Military Security Bureau {Cue Bao-Ve) - responsible

for military personnel security and for conducting
counterintelligence activities within lihe armed forces and with the Enemy Proselyting Bureau {Cue B-inh-Van)
or, as it might be more appropriately called, the Enemy

psychological Warfare Bureau. The mission of this
latter organization is to destroy the effectiveness

of the .enemy military and civil services by inducing
desertions and defections and especially by recruiting

penetration agents to set up espionage nets within the
target service or to commit acts of sabotage. Infor
mation obtained through its operations is passed to
the CNC. For example, the Bureau supplies the CNC
with information concerning relatives of North
Vietnamese servicemen who are serving in the South
Vietnamese armed forces or government offices and who,
because of their position, represent potential
intelligence agents or informants.
2).

Committee for Liaison with the ICC

(International Commission f^
Supervision and Control)
This subordinate committee of the PAVN

General Staff is in charge of maintaining contact with
the ICC. Information on South Viet-Nam provided by
the ICC, particularly by the Polish representative,
is passed to the CNC.
3).
H.-;

General Training Directorate {Tong Cue
Huan-Luyen)

The General Training Directorate

establishes an overall military training program to
include specialized training plans, training manuals,
and instruction aids, and the establishment of training
doctrine. It also exercises staff supervision over

all army schools, the training installations of the
i
I^litary Regions and the training programs of the various
arms and services, that is, infantry, armored, artillery^
signal, intelligence, engineer, medical, etc.
There are numerous examples that the CNC

works closely with the General Training Directorate

particularly in the preparation of training material
and instruction in the fields of combat intelligence,

cryptography, and special missions (dac-aong).

One

captured intelligence source indicated that during
special operations training at the Xuan-Mai School
in Ha-Dong Province, two groups of CNC personnel gave
lectures on policies of socialism, the general
situation in North and South Viet-Nam, and the

mission of the military.
4).

Military Regions (Quan-Khu)
Information from a source in late 1961

indicates there are five military regions in North
Viet-Nam: Military Regions Tay-Bac, Viet-Bac, DongBac, 3, and 4. Hanoi auid Vinh-Linh are located within
two Special Military Regions. All these military

regions are directly subordinate to the PAVN High
Command. The CNC has been described as cooperating
with the various military regions in the organization,
operation, * and training of the various military
intelligence and combat intelligence tanits. As a
siibordinate of the PAVN. Chief of General Staff, the,

CNC reports to the latter on military intelligence
activities conducted throughout North Viet-Nam.

Relations between the CNC and the military

regions and military intelligence elements in South
Viet-Nam is much less clear. It is quite evident that
the CNC has no commcind function in relation to military

intelligence in the south. Military intelligence is
wholly responsible to the command to which it is
assigned. There are indications, however, that before
a campaign, for example, the Military Intelligence
Section in COSVN was always well aware of allied
.
.operations. One source claimed that such intelligence
was usually supplied by the Hanoi Intelligence De-

•

partment (no doubt the Cue Nghien-Cuu) as well as by"*
other military intelligence units operating in South
Viet-Nam.

The same source claimed that as of August

1967 almost 85 percent of all planned bombing operations
conducted by American B-52's were known in advance by

the Hanoi Military Intelligence Department.^"
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CHAPTER III

MISSION AND TARGETS

1. The principal mission of the North
Vietnamese strategic intelligence service is the
collection, use, and dissemination of intelligence on
those countries whose activities are inimical to the

national security of the Democratic Republic of VietNam. The primary targets of the CNC's clandestine
collection effort are those countries, particularly
South Viet-Nam and the United States, presently in
open conflict with North Viet-Nam and the DRVNdirected apparatus in South Viet-Nam. As Chapter IV
below indicates, the CNC makes distinction between

operations in South Viet-Nam and operations a!broad
by assigning the former to its internal office, the
latter to an external office. Not surprisingly, we
have more information concerning the former, where
battlefield conditions exist, than the latter.

2. Although the extent of CNC * s world-wide
coverage is not known, we presume that the CNC is
interested in the activity of any foreign government
that might influence the internal security or inter
national position of the DRVN. The bases outside of

Southeast Asia from which the CNC operates against
such governments are primarily in France, Algeria,

and Cuba; the targets of these external bases are \
not identified to us, nor do we know whether theiri

missions are primarily military or political. It v
is presumed that the targets are generally the noncommunist countries and that the missions include

collection of political information bearing on United
States policy and foreign support to that policy as
well as military information bearing on United States
action and foreign support of that action.

i

iojINTiit

3.. Our knowledge of the missions and

targets of the CNC in Laos and C^bodia is incomplete,
and our speculation is complicated by a lack of
clarity on the status of Laos and Cambodia in the
doctrine of the Lao-Dong Party. Since historically
the Communist Party of Indochina claimed revolu

tionary jurisdiction over Viet-Nam, Laos, and
Cambodia, and at present, there are substantial

military and guerilla forces deployed through Laos
and investing the border areas of Cambodia, we may

expect the entire region to be handled as a single

operating area of the internal office of the CNC and
to contain contact bases under gMexi.W^ or tion—
official cover (see Chapter VXI below) targetted
against South Vietnamese and Allied military and

political activity in South Viet-Nam. But since
Vientiane and Phnom Penh also contain foreign diplo
matic installations presenting the same order of
targets as more distant areas, we also expect to find
(and do find) CNC bases there under official cover.
4. In South yiet-Nam, as well probably as

in Laos and Cambodia, the CNC does not appear to

■ emphasize collection of tactical military information,
since that mission is fulfilled by the military intelli

gence apparatus. The fact, however, that the CNC has

l.'a Combat Intelligence Office^at its headguarters and

fca Combat Intelligence Battalion in the DRVN indicates

^^a possibly deeper involvement _ in military intelliKgence than available information substantiates.
;;;Possibly, as suggested by information set forth in
i'Chapter IV below, the CNC's role in collecting miliitary intelligence is primarily that of training
pypersonnel who are later assigned to military intelli^!gence units.

In any event, presently available

^information does not adequately describe the CNC's
imilitary intelligence function.
5.

Although a small number of CNC agent

loperations have been directed against intelligence

p^nd security agencies in South Viet-Nam, the CNC

®_oes not have a counterintelligence responsibility.
35
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Such targets the CNC may develop are targets of

opportunity. The government agency charged with the
responsibility for counterintelligence in the DRVN
as well- as South Viet-Nam (and possibly Laos and
Cambodia) is the Political Service (Vu Chinh-Tri.) or,
as it is also known, the Research Service"(7m NghienCuu) of the Ministry of Public Security.
6.

The CNC does not appear to have any

responsibility for propaganda, sabotage, or terror
ist activities.

These activities are directed by

party and military elements in North and South VietNam.

The CNC does, however, seem to be responsible

for part of the training of special operations
(Daa-Cong) personnel who are later assigned to
military commands, to which they remain totally
responsible.28
7.

In siammary form, the CNC's general

missions and targets are:

a. The penetration of United States diplo
matic, official, and military installations and the
acquisition of documents and information of strategic
value;

b.

The penetration of South Viet-Nam

official and military installations and the acquisi
tion of documents and information of strategic value;

c.

The identification of key South

Vietnamese government and military personnel and o^
persons with access to such personnel;
^
d.

The identification of key United Stages

personnel ,and of persons with access to them;
e. The acquisition of information on
United States, allied, and South Vietnamese shipping
to and from South Viet-Nam;

I
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k
f.

The acquisition on South Vietnamese

heavy and light industry, current and planned produc
tion, labor force, equipment, etc.;
g. The acquisition of information on South

Vietnamese agricultural developments, equipment, yj^j^ted States assistance, etc.,
h.

The acquisition of information on South

Vietnamese communications and transportation networks,

equipment, capacities, etc., and
i.

The acquisition of information on the

progress of South Vietnamese education, medical, and
welfare programs and their effect upon the people's
morale and support of the South Vietnamese government.
8.

AS examples of the CNC's efforts to

fulfill its intelligence mission, the following are
some of the specific intelligence missions assigned •
to CNC personnel operating in South Viet-Nam:
a.

To develop means to contact a senior

South Vietnamese army officer whose immediate family
were high ranking officers in the North Vietnamese
army This officer had delayed supporting"the mili

tary leaders involved in the overthrow of the Diem
regime. For this reason apparently, the CNC
considered this officer as being potentially

susceptible to recruitment as a source of information.
b. To attempt the recruitment of a senior
officer in a South Vietnamese security service. His
wife's relatives were still living in North Viet-Nam

I't

and were to be exploited in order to set up a con; tact with the target.

c. To penetrate American military and
: civilian installations through interpreters and trans
lators who had been taught English and were sent

south to obtain employment with the Americans.

Subsequent intelligence operations would depend upon
the position obtained.
d.

To establish a radio base for communi

cation with CNC headquarters and the transmission of
the intelligence product of agent networks.
e.

To assume control of an existing agent

net which included a penetration of a South Viet
namese corps command headquarters.

f.

To assume control of an existing agent

net which included a penetration of South Vietnamese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
g. To assume control of an existing agent
net which included a penetration of the South Viet

namese Army's Office of the Inspector General.
h.

To establish a safehouse for CNC

personnel in transit to their operational target
areas.

i.

To serve as a courier for an agent

handler and CNC headquarters for the transmission
of intelligence information, documents, etc.

j.

To serve as a radio operator and

assistant, agent handler for an established agent net,

k.

To recontact CNC personnel who had

been dormant or who had not reported for a period^ of
time, and personnel who had been compromised but ,
remained at liberty because of the frequent changes
of government in South Vietnam and the resultant
confused counterintelligence situation.

9. As can be noted in the\ above illustra
tions, CNC personnel are assigned to the full gamut
of operational missions normal to intelligence
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seirvices and intelligence activities.

However, there

is no information presently available as to how the
CNC determines the priorities of operational missions
and targets; as to their techniques and criteria for
the selection and determination of operational

missions, and targets, and the development of intelli

gence requirements, and the role of other DRVN
elements in the development of requirements and
missions.

CHAPTER IV

ORGANIZATION OF CUC NGHIEN-CUU HEADQUARTERS

1.

According to available information,

most of which is dated no later than 1964, on the

organization of the Cue Nghien-Cuu, CNC headquarters

includes six offices {phong), one section (ban), and
one battalion itieu-doan).

There is no information

on whether a staff exists at the director's level

which might include an inspectorate among its other
components. The possibility that an inspectorate
exists (or existed) is supported by the fact that

in 1959, one NGUYEN-TRI (Nguyeenx Trij)29 made an
inspection trip to Saigon, where he was arrested by
South Vietnamese authorities and .imprisoned. TRI
was reported to have been a CNC inspector in charge
of Southeast Asian affairs, to have been a secretary
to TRUONG-CHINH, and to have held the rank of

brigadier general.

After the 1 November 1963 aoup

d'etat, TRI, as well as most all other CNC agents

then held in prison, was released and subsequently
disappeared.

2. Information is lacking as to the type
and quality of files (including dossiers and cards)
held by the CNC, security measures in force inside •

CNC headquarters, and investigation procedures of

new personnel (staff personnel as well as agents). ^
3.

Although there is necessarily a Party

control system in the CNC, there are no details as v

to the Party control structure, nor is there any

information as to the relation of the senior political
officer or political commissar to the director of the

CNC.. The latest known senior political officer of

the CNC is LE—BINH (Lee Binh ) who was reported to
have been in that position in October 1961.
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Inasmuch as the Soviet Union and

Communist China have sent advisors or "technicians,"
as the communists call them, to North Viet-Nam, it
is assumed that advisors have been assigned to the
CNC. Although there are indications that there were
such advisors, there is no information as to their

number, identity, or specialties, nor is the rela
tive status of Soviet and Chinese advisors known.
5. The known organization of CNC head
quarters comprises:

a.

Internal Intelligence Office {Phong
Diep-Bao Noi)

b.
c.

Foreign Intelligence Office (Phong
Diep-Bao Ngoai)
Combat Intelligence Office (Phong
Trinh-Sat)

d.

Combat Intelligence Battalion (TieuDoan Trinh-Sat)

e.

Research Office (Phong Nghien-Cuu)

f.

Technical Office (Phong Ky-Thuat)

g.

Training Office (Phong Huan-Luyen)

h.

Administration Section (Ban Hanh-Chinh).

a. Internal Intelligence Office (Phong Diep-Bao )}oi) x
I

The Internal Intelligence Office is headed by LTO.
Nguyen-Van-KHOAT (Nguyeenx Vawn Khoat) and has a
reported personnel strength of twenty-four employees.

Its primary mission is the collection of strategic
intelligence relating to the region south of the
seventeenth parallel.30
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It recruits espionage agents.

CTXA'L-sj:»!

informants, and support personnel. It coordinates
with the Training and Technical Offices in the prepara
tion of agent and staff personnel for assignment in
South Viet-Nam. Once personnel have been trained, they
r are sent south via land, sea, or air. The Office then
directs their activities, receives their intelligence

production, levies requirements, and handles their
administrative and personal matters.

To carry out its duties, the Internal Intelli-

^ gence Office has the following sections:
1).

Communications Section {Ban Giao-Thong):

m-

As of April 1963, this section was

headed by Major Tran-SINH (Traanf Sinh) who also served
as Deputy Chief of the Internal Intelligence Office.

Pi The duties of this section included the establishment
te- of "contact bases or stations" {To Can-Cu) in North
and South Viet-Nam; the direction and supervision of

boat units to transport agent, staff, and support

fe personnel, documents, and materiel to and from South
i| Viet-Nam, and the establishment, organization, and
maintenance of constant contact with CNC intelligence

agents operating in South Viet-Nam for transportation
of instructions, reports, documents, equipment, and
money. Although such contact included radio communications, the operation of radio equipment and all that
such specialized communications entail was the

^

responsibility of the appropriate section of the
Technical Office.

According to information dated 1963, the
most important contact base in North Viet-Nam was

•;

located at Dong-Hoi in Quang-Binh Province. This base, '
headed by NGUYEN-TUAN (Nguyeenx Tuan ) appears to have ^
been a central point through which all operations to

ft?

the south were coordinated. Although one or more boat
units may be still located at Dong-Hoi, there is no

*

further information that the- contact base operates as

^4- it did in the past. It is quite possible that operations

P
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formerly handled in Dong-Hoi were transferred to a
base at Vinh-Linh which has been in existence since

at least 1955.

The Vinh-Linh contact base, sometimes

called Station 54, was disguised as a research sec
tion of the Vinh-Linh Party Committee and was composed
of two sections: a command section and an" operations

section.31

The latter section was composed of three

infiltration units. (See Chart VIl) The Vinh-Linh
base was under the direct supervision of the CNC and
functioned as a communications base in contact with

communications units operating in the vicinity of the
Ben-Hai River to obtain dociments, information, and

occasionally individuals for exploitation by the CNC.
One member of base was responsible for surveillance
of the Thanh-Hoi area of Quang-Tri Province for main
taining contact with TRAN-THAC, a CNC agent in ThanhHoi. At one time Vinh-Linh reportedly served as a
radio relay station between operators in the south
and CNC headquarters; the station also may have monitored

or recorded its enemy's radio traffic.32

information

on contact bases in South Viet-Nam will be covered in

a subsequent chapter on field operations.
2).

Plans Section {Ban Ke-Hoaah);

This section is responsible for the

planning of missions to be performed by intelligence
agents assigned to operate in South Viet-Nam. The

officer personnel assigned to the Plans Section ^3
are called Planning Assistants {tro-ty ke~hoaoh) and
are directly responsible to the chief of the Internal •

Intelligence Office and the director of the CNC. Ti^ere
is no section chief. The Planning Assistants' duties
include the following:
a).

'

Monitor the trainee's training, includ

ing his personal attitudes;
\

b). Supplement theory (given by the training

officer) with practical knowledge and experience;
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c). Submit to the head of the Internal

Intelligence Office and the CNC director the proposed
mission plan and area of operations of the prospective
agent;

d).

Compile an area study for the agent's

information;

e).

Locate accommodation addresses in the

target area;

f).

Coordinate with the Communications

Section in regards to the movement of the agent into
the target area;

g).

After deployment of an agent, visit the

target area;

h).

After completing the visit to the area,

transfer operational control of the agent to the
Operational Control Section.
3).

Operational Control Section {Ban TheoDoi Hoat-Dong);

This section is responsible for the

direction, control, and monitoring of the agent while
in the target area. The personnel assigned to this

section34 are called assistants and are the headquarters
case officers responsible to the chief of the Internal
Intelligence Office and to the director of the CNC.
There is no section chief.

Their duties include the

following:

,

^
i

a),

Coordinate and cooperate with the

Communications Section in maintaining constant and
close contact with agents in the field;
b).

Receive, screen, and submit information

reports to the chief of the Internal Intelligence
Office;

c). Monitor and control all phases of agent
operations, e.g., collection of information, recruit
ment of sub-agents and informants;

d).

Provide operational support, and

e).

Provide assistance to the agent's

family, e.g., monthly allowances, housing, medical
care, children's education, etc.
4).

Training and Family Management Section

{Ban Quan-Ly Huan-Luyen va Gia-Dinh)T~
This section is responsible for
administration concerning agents, e.g., housing,
records, and taking care of family members of those

agents reported missing (who have died, been captured,
or have been out of contact for one reason or another

for a long period of time). The personnel assigned

to this section^^ are responsible to the chief of the
Internal Intelligence Office but their work does not

require direct contact with the director of CNC.

Their

duties include the following:
a).

Take care of all administrative needs of

the trainees during training;
b).

Provide assistance to the instructors in

carrying out practical exercises;
c).

Monitor the trainees academic results

and persohal attitude;
d).

Assist the Planning Assistants in the

preparation of the agent for infiltration, and
e).

Assist the family of agents reported

missing (monthly allowances, employment, housing, medi
cal care, and children's education).

b.

Foreign Inbellig'eritfe Office {PTiortg Diep-Bdo Ngoai)

This office is headed by LTC. Vo-Van-DOAN (Vox Vawn
Doanf) and is staffed by approximately twenty employ
ees, none of whom.has been identified.

Presumably

this office's mission and functions are similar to

those of the Internal Intelligence Office. Its area
of responsibility, however, lies outside Viet-Neim.
The one source who was able to give considerable
information on internal intelligence could only say

that foreign intelligence collected by the CNC is
destined for the Prime Minister's Office.

"The

information is used as a guide in directing national
policies and to guide the country in its foreign
trade and national defense." According to the in
terrogator, the source had no first hand knowledge of
the mission or capedsilities of this office.

Instead

he based his statements on hearsay, his own ideas,
and information provided by two friends (unidenti
fied) who were assigned to the Foreign Intelligence
Office.

It is believed that although the mission is partly
as described above, information collected by the
Foreign Intelligence Office is handled in the same
manner as information from the Internal Intelligence
Office, i.e., the information is disseminated to the
Politbureau (of which the Prime Minister is a member)
and there used in the formation of national policy.

It seems unlikely that the Prime Minister would
receive intelligence which had not been disseminated

to the party apparatus as the source's statement

\

implies.

,
V

The Foreign Intelligence Office is composed of at
least three sections:

1).

Communications Section (iggn Giao-Thong):
This section is responsible for trans

portation of intelligence agents to foreign countries
and estaJDlishing communications channels, other than

48

radio, between the agent and CNC headquarters for the

transraittal of documents, instructions, and reports.
There is no specific information as to how an agent
travels to a foreign country nor how the agent
communicates with headquarters in Hanoi.
2).

Plans and Operational Control Section
Ban Ke-Hoach va Theo-DoT, Hoat-Don
This
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Quan-Lu Huan-Luyen

This section is responsible for the
administrative arrangements involving the agent's

^^preparation for his mission abroad. Its functions

^p;are probably similar to those of the Training and
^pFamily Management Section in the Internal Intelli^gence Office.
N''

According to information dated April 1963

^Khe collection of information on countries having
diplomatic, economic, or cultural relations with the
■■ m p5RVN is done generally by the Ministry of Foreign
^ffairs (and possibly by the Ministry of Foreign

• • r.;-.' ^

Trade in those areas coming within its purview). It

^],»:believed that the Foreign Intelligence Office has
representatives in Cambodia, Laos, Indonesia, Thailand,

Japan, Hong Kong, France, the U.S.S.R., and Communist
China.25

Although it is apparently agreed among some
communist countries not to run clandestine intelli

gence operations against each other, it is believed
t»y P. J. Honey that...the traditional Vietnamese fears

of Chinese expansion remain strong, and there are
excellent grounds for the belief that the principal
vavson d'etre of such a powerful army in North Viet
Nam today is to protect North Viet-Nam against
possible Chinese aggression.

"Under circumstances such as these it would
be folly indeed for IJO-CHI-MINH to entrust the command

of the Vietnamese People's Army to anyone other than
an avowed enemy of China. More than any other Viet
namese leader, GIAP is just such a person. It may
well be that HO-CHI-MINH*s apprehension over the
growing authority within the army of the pro-Chinese
NGUYEN-CHI-THANH, and the danger this represented for
the defense of North Vietnamese territory, are the
real reasons why GIAP was restored to full and undis

puted control of the Vietnamese People's Army in
March 1961. If -^is line of argument is carried a
little further, it suggests that a set of detailed

plans for the defense of North Viet-Nam against
attack by China must lie ready in the DRVN Ministry
of Defense at Hanoi. Moreover, in order to be effec

tive these plans would have to be kept constantly up
to date, changing from time to time so as to take

account of new developments in China's military

strength; and that implies the necessity for North

^

Vist-Nam to keep herself well informed of all mili—
tary developments in China, even those of a secret

nature. She can obtain the necessary information
only by means of espionage.

It.would therefore be

surprising if North Viet—Nam does not have spies
actively engaged in the collection of military intelli
gence inside the territory of her ally China.
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According to a relatively senior Vietnamese
source whose information is not later than late 1961,

Communist China was supposed to provide the DRVN with
intelligence on several Southeast Asian countries,
such as Thailand, the Philippines, Malaysia, Formosa,
and Japan. There are no further details to support
this statement, nor, for that matter, are there any
details at all concerning the relations between DRVN
intelligence and the intelligence services of Communist
China or Soviet Russia.

c.

Combat Intelligence Office {Phong Trinh-Sat) :

This office is headed by Captain PHAN-DINH (Phan Dinhj)

and is staffed by about twenty-eight employees, most of

whom are junior officers; the remainder are warrant
officers and senior sergeants, none of whom has been
identified.

Although there is no information to support the theory,
it is believed this office may have taken over those
military intelligence collection functions of the
Cua Quan-Bao before its merger with the Liaison
Directorate in 1957.

The Combat Intelligence Office appears to operate as a
staff element; however, there are implications that it

may have operational responsibilities, at least in the
DRVN.

Its primary functions appear to be:

a) .

The preparation of training material

for combat intelligence units of DRVN military regions,

divisions, and autonomous regiments;

b) . The preparation of operational instruc
tions for issuance by the PAVN General Staff to its
combat intelligence units in the military regions, to
other field units and to the CNC's own combat intelli
gence battalion;

■flee
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•
of information on the
enemy^situation
insynthesis
the DRVN [
(this situation
certainly covers South Viet-Nam
as well) based upon material obtained from the
Security Section of the General Political
Directorate, the Border Security Forces (of the

t^^lfP^

Public Security), and the Ministry

• The organization and conduct of
co^at .intelligence
training courses for division

egimental combat intelligence personnel, and.
4.

inspection of the combat intelli-

portion of the practical exercises

for mSjor filia®SSi?s
scsei rrr>Tnra«^^

Training Directorate

training personnel
combat intelligence
units, for
the

fnr- r.er-

.Office also provides training

ooLStion^^Ti

assigned
to special
units.
For example,
a

that he had been a

Combat Intelligence/Special

texi-?

the
(cuc) -in ,

whefi

J

i Reconnaissance/Sapper Unit" in

formed before late 1965 by
High Command's Research Agency
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Viet-N^ iHa^f
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source37 stated that he
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Course.
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Source was then

1965 he was sent

Course
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ourse in
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course ended in
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perations unit. Following additional training
special
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and preparations for infiltrating into South V
Nam, source went south and was assigned to a

special operations unit in Hue.
It appears from available information
the CNC's involvement with combat intelligence
units and special operations units lasts as lo
these units are in traininq status in the D

i.^.- ■

Little IS known about this battalion, apparently a
subordinate element of the Combat Intelligence
Office. Older material dated 1953 from an official
French source indicates the existence of a combat

intelligence battalion called the 426th. This
battalion, formerly a combat unit, became an intelli

gence battalion in February 1951 and was placed at
the disposition of the Cua Quan-Bao, the military
intelligence component of the PAVN General Staff.

Military intelligence provided battalion personnel
who were intelligence specialists or action
Itv-C

personnel trained either in DRVN military schools
or in China.

The 426th had the same responsi

bilities as the combat intelligence units of the

regular divisions, i.e., the collection of combat
intelligence in a determined sector. Directly
responsible to the General Staff, the 426th was
responsible for obtaining complete information on
any region which the DRVN might choose as a future
operational zone. In August 1952, the 426th
appeared to have some 600 to 700 men divided into
six companies, including an administrative and a
"civilian" {tien-y) company.

mi
Whether or not the 426th Battalion is the
same battalion referred to in information dated

r. .-i. 3 {■ j a:

April 1963 or is its predecessor is not known.

Only one source has reported in any detail on the
present Combat Intelligence Battalion, without,

however, giving it a numerical designation.
According to this source, the total strength of
the battalion is some 600 men; it is divided into

four companies, each responsible for a specific

fi

type of work;

1).

An Infantry Company responsible for

collecting information on the enemy at the tacti
cal level;

2).

A Chemical Company responsible for

(a) analyzing the various chemical agents used by
the enemy; (b) recommending countermeasures to be
taken against such chemicals, and (c) cooperating
with local units in neutralizing such chemicals.
3). A Combat Company, a motorized
cavalry unit assigned to operate behind enemy

lines. If practicable and necessary, it may
engage in sporadic skirmishes then quickly with
draw. It also provokes enemy action in order to
determine the volume and deployment of enemy fire
power.

4). A Demolition Company responsible for

mounting demolition operations behind enemy lines,
against command posts, telecommunications centers,
and other areas of major importance.
i
K

The overall mission of the Combat Intelli

gence Battalion is to conduct combat intelligence

operations in support of the People's Army of VietNam. It also serves as a model combat intelligence
unit during practical training exercises organized
by the CNC's Training Office for combat intelli
gence units (companies and platoons) of various
military regions and divisions.
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The present corananding officer, whose

name is unknown, holds the rank of major. His
predecessor, a captain, was transferred in

January 1962 to the position of assistant opera
tions officer of the CNC's Combat Intelligence

Office.

e.

Research Office {Phong Nghien-Cuu) ;

The chief of the Research Office is a major and
its personnel complement includes twenty-three
senior captains and one sergeant, all unidentified.
The sergeant is in charge of maps. The mission of
the Research Office is to bring together raw
information reports from the various collection
offices in the CNC (Internal and Foreign Intelli

gence Offices, Combat Intelligence Office, and the

1';

'/■■

Radio Intercept Section of the Technical Office) .
It compares information with intelligence maintained
in its own files as well as with intelligence pro

duced by other government agencies (including party

elements). Final reports are submitted to the
Minister of National Defense and to the Party
Unification Committee. In addition to the. above,
the Research Office is responsible for levying
■■i

'■-
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specific intelligence requirements on collection

networks in the field. There is presently no
information regarding the format of CNC dissemina
tions, the. method used to evaluate a source and

his information, or the kinds of disseminations

(in addition to reports), e.g., finished studies
and intelligence estimates.
f.

Technical Office {Phong Ky-Thuat):

This office, headed by Captain THAN (Than ), is

responsible for conducting technical training in

■ ri
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documentation, secret writing, photography., radio,
and cryptography* It also performs all thd CNC's
technical work and monitors enemy radio trans

missions.

It is believed that the office includes

a docxnnentation section, a radio training section,

radio communications section, radio intercept
section, and a cryptography section.

The total

staff is believed to stand somewhere between
seventy-five and one hundred members. All

personnel were once military, but all hWe been
transferred to the civilian personnel branch of
the Ministry of National Defense.
1).

Documentation Section (Ban Giay);

This section, headed by HONG (Hoongf),

a civilian, provides such support to operations in
alias or false identity cards, fishing permits,
pemits for change of residence, travel documents,
and boat documentation.

This section also includes

a secret writing unit and a photography unit.
2).

Radio Communications Section {Ban

Thu-Phat Vo-Tiiyen);
This section has a staff of cdsout

twenty employees (all xonidentified) and is respon

sible for (a) transmitting coded messages originat
ing within the CNC (prepared by the Internal and
Foreign Intelligence Offices and encoded by the
Cryptography Section); (b) receiving coded messages
from field agents (messages are passed to the
Cryptography Section for decoding), and (c) transr
mitting "one-way messages" to field agents not

equipped with transmitters.
3).

^

Radio Intercept Section {Ban Ma-Than
Vo-Tuyen);
v

This section is responsible for

collecting intelligence through the intercept of
foreign radio transmissions.
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4),

Radio Training Section {Ban EuanLuyen):
This section trains communications

cuid intelligence officers in radio operation,
repair, and theory before they are sent to South
Viet-Nam.

5).

.•

Cryptography Section {Ban Co-Yen);

(Cryptography is referred to by CNC

personnel as "co-yen
a contraction of co-mat section - and trong-yen - vital or essential.) This
section is responsible for encoding and decoding
all messages to and from the field. It is also

responsible for training personnel in cryptography,
including the use of one-time pads and numerical
codes.

Training Office {Phono Huan-Luyen);

This office, directed by Senior Captain THUAN

(Thuan) and manned by seventeen unidentified
junior officers, is responsible for the theoreti
cal intelligence training of all the agent personnel
of the Internal and Foreign Intelligence Offices.
Training methods and subjects covered are described
in more detail in Chapter VI, paragraph 2.
h.

Administrative Section {Ban Hanh-Chanh):

The Administrative Section is in charge of all

aspects of general administration for the CNC. As
of April 1961, it had a total of twenty-one men
and officers organized into five groups and six
assistants. Most of this section's personnel have
not been identified.

The chief of the section is

Captain HOANG-VAN (Hoangf Vaan).
organized as follows;

The section is

5® 15

a.

1).

Security Group {To Bao-Mat);

This group, headed by a lieutenant

assisted by a master sergeant, is responsible for
safeguarding classified files, working papers, docu
ments, records, etc. Every member of the CNC is
furnished with a sort of briefcase made of leather
or heavy cloth, in which to keep his working files.
At closing time (about 1100 in the morning and 1700
in the evening and earlier in the summertime), he
puts all his work papers in his briefcase, secures

it by passing a toggle and string through two brass
hasps, fixes the free end of the string into a box
containing soft wax and attached to the other end

of the string; he applies his personal chop bearing
the word "security" and the owner's identity number
to the wax, closes the seal box and hands the brief

case to a member of the Security Group. This man
checks-the seal, places the briefcase on a shelf,
gives the owner a card bearing his name and .identi
ty number which must be surrendered by the owner
when reclaiming his briefcase. According to availcible information, there have been no serious

security violations, although minor infractions have
occurred.

There is no information as to how secu

rity violations are handled or what punishment is
involved.

2).

Printing Group {To An-Loat);

This group has four members who are •

in charge of reproducing reports and other docu
ments by duplicating machines.

As of April 1963,i

the group was equipped with four duplicating

'
♦

machines.

V

3).

Typing Group {To Danh-May):

The Typing Group makes, its services
available to all the CNC sections and offices
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except the Combat Intelligence Battalion which is
too far away from headquarters. There are three

female typists (unidentified) and three typewriters; one or two have Vietnamese keyboards.
4).

'p\
i'-.

i#

Liaison Group (To Lien-Lac):

This group is the message center for
the transmission of CNC's official and unofficial
correspondence and is staffed by three employees.
The group has three locally made bicycles.
5).

Vehicle Group (To Xe-Co);

This group is in charge of managing,
maintaining, and operating the CNC's nine vehicles,
which in April 1963, included the following;

a) J

One sedan, Moskvioh (sic), painted

milky white, with official number plates (red)
bearing the letters FA and four digits in blue.

b). One pick-up truck, GAZ, painted
military grey.

One command car, GAZ, painted military
grey,

Two Russian made IJ motorcycles.

Two medium Czechoslovakian JAWA motorcycles
Two small Russian made K-50 motor-

cycles.

These vehicles were supplied through Soviet aid and
are reserved for official business.

The vehicles

are used primarily by the Liaison Group and the Com
bat Intelligence Office. Transportation requisition

I
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submitted by various offices to the

Adminxstrative Section. If there are many

requests, the section can request additional
venxcles from the General Logistics Directorate,

iuel xs requisitioned on a quarterly and annual

sxs from the General Logistics Directorate. Fuel
consumption is strictly limited, and for this
reason, according to source, there has never been
any misuse of official vehicles for personal use.
6).

Housing Assistant {Tro-Ly Nha-Cua):
As of April 1963, this position was

occupied by Lieutenant THANH (Thanhf) whose function
was to take care of all housing used officially by

the CNC and assigned to staff personnel who live
away from headquarters. (This does not include
office buildings and housing units located with
in Hanoi; such buildings are the responsibility of

the General Logistics Directorate). The Housing
Assistant is responsible for housing alloted by the

Ministry of National Defense to the CNC; housing
temporarily borrowed from other agencies, and

housing rented from the Hanoi Housing Service or
from private owners.

His function also includes

securing sufficient housing to accommodate staff
personnel who live away from headquarters; turning

in periodic charges (rent, public utilities, etc.)
to the Training and Family Management Sections of
both the Internal and Foreign Intelligence Offices
for payment to the owners.

The assistant also is

responsible for making repairs and furnishing

.

quarters.

)
t

7).

Fiscal Assistant {Tro-Ly Ta-i-ChinK):

The Fiscal Assistant, Senior Sergeant

BICH (Bichs) receives funds from the General Logis

tics Directorate with which to pay staff employees'
monthly salaries, per diem, and other miscellaneous
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expenses i

To obtain South Vietnamese or foreign

currency, the Fiscal Assistant must submit a requigj^tion signed by the CNC director and endorsed by
Vice Premium Pham HUNG to the National Bank of VietNam (formerly the Bank of Indochina). Budget
estimates for foreign currency are generally made
bv the CNC to cover a full year; accounting is done
on a quarterly basis.
8).

Ordnance Assistant {Tro-Ly Vu-Khi);

This position is held by a warrant

Qfficer who is responsible for the storage, main
tenance, and issuance of the CNC's weapons and
ammunition. This office serves the entire CNC
except for the Combat Intelligence Battalion. The
latter element draws its equipment from the General
Logistics Directorate. Weapons in the CNC arsenal
include:

a).

Chinese communist AK submachine guns
Chinese communist K-50 submachine
guns

French Tulle submachine guns
Chinese communist copy of the Russian
K-50 and K-51 pistols

U. S. Colt 45 and Remington pistols
Belgian Hastal pistols
German P 38 pistols
North Vietnamese copy of Chinese
communist grenades

9). Personnel Assistant {Tro-Ly Quan-Luc): ^
The Personnel Assistant, Warrant

Officer NAM (Nam ), was responsible for CNC personnel^
actions, including maintenance of personnel strength,
transfers, promotions, punishments, citations,
vacations, sick leave, etc. CNC officer personnel

^ ll^l

records are held by the Personnel Affairs Bureau
of the General Political Directorate.

10).

Supply Assistant (Tro-Ly Quan-Nhu):

A senior sergeant (not further identi
fied) was assigned to this position. He was
responsible for the issuance of military clothing
and personal equipment, food and other consumer

items, e.g., cloth and bicycle accessories, and for
the procurement of bicycle parts and office
supplies.
11).

Medical Assistant {Tro-Ly Y-Te):
Lieutenant SOAI, a medical doctor and

medical assistant, is responsible for providing
medical care for intelligence agents. Medical care
for regular CNC staff personnel is provided by the
354th Military Hospital located next to thd Cot Co
Compound. Family members may obtain papers from

the Personnel Assistant for public medical care.
Families of agents in the field are provided with
a special card issued by the General Logistics

Directorate for medical care at the nearest military
hospital.
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LOCATION AND INSTALLATIONS

OF cue NGHIEN-CUU HEADQUARTERS

1. According to information dated March
1963 almost all of the CNC headquarters elements

are located inside the Cot-Co Compound.
2.

Before 1954, this area, then known as

the Thanh-Long Barracks, had been occupied by the
Frency army commanding general for Tonkin. After
the Geneva Agreements were signed on 21 July 1954,
the French turned the area over to the North Viet

namese government which assigned the compound to
the Ministry of National Defense.
3.

streets;

The compound is bounded by five

Ly Nam De Street on the east; Hoang Dieu

Street on the west; Phan Dinh Phung Street on the
north; Tran Phu Street on the south, and Cot-Co
Street on the southwest. A brick wall and barbed

wire fence surrounds the area and varies in height
from three to six feet.

There are four entrances:

one each on Ly Nam De, Hoang Dieu, Phan Dinh Phung,
and Cot-Cp Streets.

The compound contains many one

and two story buildings.

A few new ones have been

built since 1954. The buildings are in good condi
tion and working conditions are comfortable. (See
map of Hanoi and accompanying charts which show the
location of various CNC components.)

4.

A security guard section, consisting

of some 200 men, has the responsibility for physi
cal security.
IXM

There are five guard posts;\one at

each of the four entrances and one at the entrance

m:
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to the Ministry of National Defense building. Each
post has two guards, one of whom is armed. The
unarmed man usually checks papers while the armed
man watches. A patrol consisting of three men with
ixght weapons (machine guns) patrols the area at

night. They wear red arm bands with the yellow
letters "TT" on them.

5.

Identification papers of those who have

just moved into the barracks or have just been newly
employed are checked often in the beginning. There
also, occasional spot inspections of all permits
and passes. Drivers are frequently checked to see
if they have the proper papers and need to be in the
area. Drivers of one bureau in the Ministry must
have authorization from their own bureau to go into
another area.

6. Mail and official.correspondence is
processed through the administrative sectioh of the
General Bureau (sic).
This section distributes

incoming mail and delivers outgoing mail to the
military post office.

.
7* There is a telephone system which allows
inter-office calls between the more important offi-

cers and civilian personnel. These calls must be
P
hy the switchboard operator whose number is
001. The operator can connect officials with mili
tary regions and division headquarters.

,, Water and Water
electricity
bv
the
Powerand
Office
in Hanoi.areAsupplied
power tr3ns-

ro^er station which provides the barracks with 110
volt current is located inside the eastern entrance.
streets in the compound are paved

with asphalt and are clean and well kept. There are
no street signs, but there are street lamps on both
sides of the streets. After 1954, new offices and

houses were built on a number of the roadways.

10. The Management Bureau of the Loaistics

Directorate is in charge of sanitation in the ba^racL
The Bureau employs a number of permanent workmen to
make needed repairs and to police the area. General

b°reau^^^^^^' however, is the responsibility of each
Other CNC components, the Combat

Intelligence Battalion and the Radio Intercept Section

are located outside the Cot Co Compound. The Co^at
intelligence Battalion is located in a flat area^Lt
one kilometer north of the Phung Bridge on the hiqhwav
between Hanoi and Son-Tay. According to a well iSoS^^

source, the Radio Intercept Station is believed to be
in the same area as the radio storage and repair shnr>

located on the road between Thuy-Khe, near Ho-Tav SaL

and Hanoi. Although there is a complicated antenna '
system at the Thuy-Khe site, there are no available
details as to its exact configuration.
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HANOI, North Viet-Nam (Scale 1:12,500)
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in the Cot Co Compound, Hanoi;

Entrance

Ministry of National Defense, GHQ Reception
Guard

Detachment

General Rear Services Department
Editorial Office, Peoples Army Literature and Art
Editorial Office, Peoples Arm^
Engineer Bureau
General Staff Department

Garage of General Rear Services Department .

General Political Department
Cua Dong Family Quarters

Garage of General Rear Services Department
Education Management Bureau
Naval Bureau
Cot Co Stadium

Messhall, Kitchen, Military Medical Service and
Canteen

Quarters of the Commander-in-Chief and General
Staff Department

Army Auto and Machinery Shop (including quarters
for personnel)
Cot Co Compound

Cua Nam Family Quarters

Physical Training Office, Military Soccer Team
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and Quarters
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Quarters for Education Management Bureau and
Secretariat of the Ministry of National Defense
^•1
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354th Military Hospital
Quarters for personnel of all levels and of 354th

Military Hospital
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Detailed Sketch of the
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Education Management
Bureau

Mess hall,
kitchen and
canteen

Quarters for
personnel of
General Staff

Department

Cua-Nam Faraily
Quarters
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Molotov truck
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for RESEARCH AGENCY Installation within Cot Co Compound:
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Garage of General Rear Services Department
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Cryptography Section
Office of the Chief of Agency
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Printing Branch

m

Security Branch
Administrative Section
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Reconnaissance Office
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Internal Intelligence Office
Conference Room
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Training Office

m

Research Office

S
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Technical Office

m

Foreign Intelligence Office
Dormitories
Quarters

Radio Training Section
■ '^'i-

Garage (Administrative Section)
Weapons Storage (Administrative Section)

1

Photographic Laboratory (Technical Office)
Garage (Administrative Section)

Radio Communication Section (Technical Office)

NEIDENTIALiimiM

a.

The North Vietnamese armed forces serve

as the primary source for the staff personnel of the
strategic intelligence service. Military personnel
make up the majority of CNC staff officers and are

assigned particularly to the clandestine intelligence
components of the agency cind, of course, to the Combat
Intelligence Office.

Civilian staff personnel are in

the main assigned to the other components: support,
administrative, and technical activities. Female
personnel occupy secretarial and typist positions and
in the field are locally recruited to serve as couriers
because it is easier for a woman to move from one area

to another without arousing undue suspicion on the part
of local security forces.

b.

Before employing civilians, the CNC mu^t

obtain the approval of the Dang Lao-Dong (Communist
Party). Assignment of military personnel to the CNC
requires the approval of the Ministry of National
Defense.

There is no detailed information cibout the

exact procedures followed in selection, investigation,
and recruitment of potential staff personnel; for

example, which agency or component performs an investi
gation of potential candidates for employment?

form does this investigation take?

What

Is this function'

performed by the Ministry of Pviblic Security or by ohe
of the bureaus of the General Political Directorate?

Since official files of military personnel in the CNC
are held by the General Political Directorate, it is
quite possible that the Military Security Service of
the Directorate investigates potential candidates
within the armed forces.

Generally speaking, the basic

?* for
^
requirements

or motivation,
assignment to
the
e„«iovraent
logical
political
CNC include
resourcefulness, absence of
reliability,
information, and good health,
personal deroga Y indicates that operations
Available
j to South Viet-Nam must also
officers when assig
as g
guerrilla movement in North

have
have
"^''^rSJious residence
residence in
in the
the south,
south,
by iouth
birto,Viet-Nam,
iducatiin,andorprevious
guerrillaintelUgence
activities;experience,
relatives
icuth
prevrous
intelligence
experience.
either in the military services, the CNC, or the
guerrilla movement.

d

The records and files of the military

personnel assigned
a- ^old^by^the Per^nnel
piw^Wgh Commhnd. Although
C«9 "ay recommend
an officer
Promotion on the basis of his P- or^ance
and achievement in ttie CNO,

n,,

personnel in the CNC remain within the purview of
the General Political Directorate of the PAVN High
Command.

e. The major complaint in the intelligence
service appears to be directed especially against the
slowness of the agency to recognize achievement and
success in intelligence activities. Promotions are
slow. It is apparently the opinion of those employees
who hold military rank that an assigi^ent to intelligence
work does nothing to enhance their military careers,
and because of the large number of low-ranking personnel

(the majority hold ranks from second lieutenant through
senior captain) there is a lack of prestige and status
which ordinarily goes with military rank. There is
also some indication that personnel originally from
the south are not given equal status with northerners.
This discrimination was particularly practiced during

the early years following the end of the Indochinese
War in 195 4 but by now this most Vietnamese of all
intracultural differences may have diminished in
importance. Recent concrete information is lacking.
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f.

The pay scale for CNC personnel is

based upon the schedule used in the armed forces.

Civilian personnel are paid in accordance with the

reserve military rank.

In addition to a basic salary/

CNC personnel also receive special allowances and

payment in kind which are determined by the employee's
marital status/ length of military service/ and his

position within the service/ that is, whether he is
in training/ assigned to headquarters or to the field.

g. The monetary value of the North Vietnamese
pay scale is low in comparison with South Vietnaimese
standards, which are low enough themselves. In 1964
one North Vietnamese dong or piaster was equal to

twenty South Vietnamese piasters, or cibout seventeen

cents (US). CNC personnel assigned to South Viet-Nam
are paid in South Vietnamese piasters. Although the
possibility exists that the CNC uses counterfeit

southern money to pay its southern" personnel, there

has been no clear evidence.

h. Following are examples of monthly
salaries and allowances of military personnel at CNC
headquarters in Hanoi: -"

Senior

Captain

Basic salary
Family allowance
Longevity
Cost of living
Miscellaneous

100
0*

12
14
3.46

129.46 ($22.00)
*bachelor

Captain
89

10**

12
14

3.20

iENTiAIi3
*£5
^ fa

i ti&ii

^

128.20 (S21.80)

**5 piasters for each child after the second
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1.

In addition, after training but while

still in Hanoi before being sent on their operational
missions, CNC staff personnel receive a daily supple
mental allowance of 1.20 piasters ($.20).

j.

Meat and rice ration coupons are provided

military personnel in headquarters; however, if

military personnel take their meals in a military mess
these coupons are not issued and three piasters are
deducted from the employee's monthly salary. if meals
'.'I i

are taken privately, an additional allowance of six

piasters per month is provided for a cook's wages.

iTr.

k.

CNC operating outside North Viet-Nam

are paid a flat periodic siim^l regardless of military
rank and effective the day of departure from Hanoi.

While an officer is on duty outside North Viet-Nam,
his family receives an allowance from the CNC.^2
vi

CNC headquarters also covers expenses involved in
establishing and maintaining cover as well as other

operational expenses.
2.
.

:V-".

1

Training

a. CNC personnel assigned operational
missions undergo training before deployment. There
appears to be no regularly scheduled sequential
training program, nor training in groups, and all

training is tutorial.

The duration, specific content,

and timing of such an individual training course are

determined by the specific requirements of the oper
ational mission and the individual's needs. In addition \
to the inevitable political indoctrination and

'

motivational conditioning, the CNC provides training

'

in intelligence tradecraft, technical devices, and

communications techniques as required.'^2

M

'.^1

b. All instruction is on an individual
full-time basis. Trainees have no additional

responsibilities during the training period. The
instructor trains the officer or agent in the letter's
quarters.

On the few known occasions when several

students have been brought together, the students
were placed in individual cubicles.
c.

The headquarters element to which the

individual belongs is responsible for planning the
content of the training course, in conjunction with

the Training Office. The latter supervises and
coordinates the actual training, drawing instructors
from its own small staff and from other CNC components.

The sponsoring office remains responsible for continuing
administrative support for the student during the
period in training, e.g., furnishing his salary and
taking care of his dependents.

d.

During the training period, a good deal

of emphasis is placed upon cover to protect the
identity of the student and his relationship with the
CNC. He is placed in a safehouse (room, apartment, or
house) selected by the CNC and is provided a prepared
cover story for use in the Hanoi area.

Both the student

and his instructors use aliases and are.forbidden to
ask personal questions of each other. The student is

urged to minimize his contacts with his family and

friends.^ A post office box serviced.by.the CNC is
made available for any correspondence the student

til

might have. For use in emergencies, the student is

given an identity card naming him as an employee of \
the Cua Nghien-Cuu,

'
I

length of the course of training ^
is dependent upon the needs of the operational
assignment and may vary in length from one month to
two years. Relatively short courses for CNC support
personnel such as couriers, boat crews,*- etc., are
usually given in areas other than Hanoi.

Officer

personnel directly involved in the clandestine
collection of intelligence, such as agent handlers,
receive longer periods of training (up to two years)
usually in the area of CNC headquarters in Hanoi.
f.

The usual method of instruction is" to

provide the student with training material which
the trainee studies for a period of time fixed by
the instructor, about two or three days.

After the

study period, the instructor gives the student a
lecture on the sxibject under study.

Relevant

questions may be raised by the trainee for clarifi"

cation and discussion.

The student then writes a

report on the subject.

Practical exercises are

included in all training courses, e.g., couriers

practice servicing dead drops; operations officers
and agent personnel practice casing a target, selecting,
and developing potential agents, etc.
g.

Tradecraft training may include such

intelligence techniques as the establishment of
cover, how to conduct a surveillance and how to
counter surveillance, the development of agent net-

s'

works

operational security, preparation of reports,

selection and use of dead drops, selection and use
of couriers, etc.

h.

iM'

The assigned operational mission

deterndnes the extent and type of training in technical
matters. Included may be courses in photography,

radio communications, codes, arid secret writing.

Upon

i

occasion, there are special courses in foreign

^
P

of United States installations. In one known instance, »
cui officer was given academic training to provide him
v

Kr

with a seventh grade education (equivalent to junior

Wi:

high school).

languages, particularly English for possible penetration t

-

.>S •a,.'-.---"*.'*

•..r

d

n'i j :

n.
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i. Commercial Ccuneras, ranging from a
box camera to the Minox, may be used in training
the student. He may receive training in document
photography as well as the more normal landscape
photography.

The Student is also trained in the

developing and printing of his own work. Usually,
personnel in the field obtain their own photographic
supplies and cameras on the local market.

j. Training in radio communications may
include the operation of various types of radios,
their maintenance euid repair, the use of morse code,
radio security, etc.

k.

Cryptographic training induces the use

of systems for the encryption and decryption of radio
transmissions; the sophistication of the system is
determined by the sensitivity of the mission.

1. Training in secret writing includes the
preparation of inks and the selection of paper as
well as wri.ting and developing. Elementary secret
inks such as rice water and lemon juice are used both
in training and in operational situations. Frequently,
operational personnel are instructed in the preparation
of inks from materials readily available in their
target area. Although more sophisticated systems are
available to the CNC, little is known about them or
about their use.

m. Political indoctrination is interspersed
throughout the training period. Such indoctrination i

includes lectures, discussion, and readings on Marxi^Leninist principles; the history of the Communist Pafty

of Viet—Nam, and the official DRVN policy on the
current situation in South Viet-Nam.
n.

In 1962, at least six identified CNC

intelligence officers were sent to the Soviet Union

training in intelligence. They remained there
78
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until the end of 1963 when they returned to the DRVN.
There have also been indications that some officers

may have received training in Communist China.
Information concerning the kind of training, location
of schools, subjects covered, etc., is fragmentary
at best.

o.

Although no known Soviet instructors

have participated in CNC training programs, some
Soviet materials, such as manuals and equipment are
used in training. Similarly, some intelligence

materials of Chinese communist origin have also been
used in CNC training courses.

In at least two

instances during the mid-1950's, CNC trainees, whose

subsequent operational targets included the Chinese
community in South Viet-Nam, were trained by indi
viduals presumed to have been Chinese communists.
Detailed or even general knowledge of the presence
of foreign advisors in the CNC is almost totally .
lacking.

MAP VII

CHAPTER VII

FIELD OPERATIONS

INTRODUCTION;

1.

HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY, NOMENCLATURE

For administrative and operational pur

poses, the Cuo Nghien-CuUf before 1 November 1963,
had divided South Viet-Nam into three operational
areas each headed by a headquarters representative
who served as a major communications link between
Hanoi and agent networks operating in each of the
areas. In addition, the director of CNC sent a

great number of operations officers to South VietNam who, operating independently of the CNC repre

sentatives, reported directly to Hanoi either by
radio or through a system of couriers.
2.

The confused state of historical

information^^ on the above organization, meikes it
impossible to give an exact description of the three

operational areas or regions in South Viet-Nam;
within imprecise limits they were as follows:

0'

a. The "northern central Viet-Nam region"^^
apparently covered the area from the Demarcation
Zone to Phan-Thiet in Binh-Thuan Province but did

not include the central highlands. Its headquarters
were located near the Hien-Luong Bridge on the north
side of the 17th Parallel.
Apparently a secondary
headquarters, called the Bridge End Center, was

located in Dong-Ha in Quang-Tri Province.^'
b.

The "southern office region" included

the central highlands and extended from Phan-^Thiet
on the coast to and including Saigon.

Headquarters

appears to have been in the Di-Linh District of LeunDong Province.

c.

The "third region" covered the entire

area below Saigon with headquarters reported to have
been at the Neun-Bo Regional Party Committee head

quarters in Svay-Rieng Province, Cambodia.^
3.

Following the revolution of_1 November

1963, the organization as shown above may have been
modified or abolished all together. There is no
confirmatory information.

4. According to one competent source
whose information predates November 1961, the most

important CNC officer in the field was the phai-vien
(phais vieen).
He was either a headquarters *
J^spresentative, as described in paragraph 1. above,
or he might have been the head of a contact base
or station (see below). In most instances the

phai-vien lived in communist controlled territory
and made only occasional trips into areas not under

communist control. The phai-vien^ who was equal
in ranX to a battalion commander or provincial
committee member, controlled from three to six
phai-khien.

5.

The phai-khien (phais-khieenr)

was

a professional intelligence officer or agent sent
by the CNC in Hanoi to South Viet—Nam where he
lived under cover he had established himself in an

area not under communist control. The phai-khien
or agent handler was equal in rank to a company
commander or district committee member and usually
controlled no more than three co-aan or collection
agents.

,

Qo-aan (cow cans) was a semi-

professional intelligence agent recruited and

trained locally and either self-employed by others
at work which served as natural cover for his
intelligence activities. Each co-can handled

usually no more than three co-eo (cos sWr)52
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the lowest echelon of DRVN dxrected intelligence

agents. The oo-ao was usually a military or
civilian employee of the South Vietneunese govern
ment or had legitamate reasons , to be in contact
with South Vietnamese government employees.
7.

The armistice between the French and

Viet-Minh forces, signed in Geneva on 21 July 1954,

brought an end to hostilities in Viet-Nam amd
divided Viet-Nam into two countries pending "nation
wide" elections to be held in July 1956. As a
result of the armistice the northern portion of
Viet-Ncun ceune under the total domination of the
ccmmxinists. Provisions were made, however, to

permit those in the north who did not want to re
main under communist rule to move to the newly
created Republic of Viet-Nam. Approximately

800,000 refugees chose to leave North Viet-Nam to
settle in the south.

Another 100,000 North Viet

namese who had submitted their requests to leave .
were forced to remain in the north.

8. During the evacuation of Viet-Minh
forces from the south, the communists took with
them a total of some 80,000 to 100,000 selected
southerners who had chosen to live in the north.

Many of these "reqroupees" would be used later by
the DRVN for various activities, including intel

ligence, in South Viet-Nam.

In addition to those

who moved north, Hanoi left behind 5,000 to 10,000
elite cadres and caches of weapons and supplies.

These cadres mostly political and administrative

personnel, blended into the local population and
did not begin their subversive activities xintil
after July 1956 when it became evident that there
would be no "national" elections throughout VietNam.

9.

The Geneva Armistice for Viet-Nam

created a situation ready-made for preceptive

m

S .i-t I

>1
m

communist intelligence planning; that is, the

refugee evacuation program became an ideAl cover

for the introduction of communist agents int-n c;oiith

Viet-N^. Knowing that South Vietnl^ase aSthoKSes

would be unable to screen thoroughly the thousands
°

While many of the persons recruited
would predictably
be discovered or turn themselves

in upon arrival in the south, a useful propo??ion
was expected to pass unnoticed and to operate

successfully in South Viet-Nam. Thus a reservoir
of agents and potential agents in the south was
created for exploitation at a later time.

,
^ Its agents
North
Vietnamese
intelligence
lected
primarily
from
among thosese
who
were known to have served with the Viet-Minh during
the Resistance War Against the French and con
centrated upon those whose backgroxind, education,
and station in life would allow them to rise to
positions of influence or to move in operationally
interesting circles.

11. North Vietnamese intelligence paid
particular attention to the recruitment of prom
ising young English-speaking North Vietnamese.

Once recruited, trained, and briefed, these poten
tial agents obtained employment on the American
ships used to transport refugees to the south
As
the refugee program moved to a close, these inter
preters were ordered to take up residence in the
south and to seek employment as interpreters and/or
translators with United States installations while

awaiting a contact that in some cases did not take V
place until three years later.
t

12.

The public school system in Hatnoi

^

also appears to have been a major source of poten
tial agent personnel. Research has revealed that
a number of known or suspect agents had attended or

)NFIDENTIAL.^..

taught at the seuae school in Hanoi. After 1954,
mauiy of these schools and their staffs relocated in
the south, thus madcing it possible for a recruited
agent who had remained on a school's staff to enter
South Viet-Nam under already established cover.
Because of their better education, these agents
were attractive to the newly created republic in
need of adequately trained personnel to occupy the
jgany unfilled positions in the government. Although
many of these agents continued to teach after their
arrival in the south, others moved on to more
lucrative positions, often in various rainisteries
of the South Vietnamese government.
13. Many of the North Vietnamese agents
who went south with the refugee _movement foxind em

ployment with United States official caaponents.

His own employing cOToponent was not always an agent's
sole target, since such employment often increased

the agent's access to other targets of interest.
A network rolled up in 1958, for instance, had access
to installations such as MAAG, USIS, possibly DSOM,
the South Vietnamese Ministry of Pinamce, the

Ministry of Public Works, the National Bank of VietNam, and the area headquarters of ARVN. Of the
eighteen reports sent by this network to Hanoi by
one courier on a single occasion in 1958, only one
report dealt with an American target. The other

reports contained political, economic, and military
information about South Viet-Nam.

14. Some agent personnel dispatched to
the field were ordered to handle an already es
tablished collection net. Others were provided
with specific leads upon which to build a collec
tion network, and still others were left complete
ly on their own. They were instructed to report
all contact with potential agents in the field to
CNC headquarters for approval before cariying out

3GONFIDENTIAIi£11

a recrxiitment.

Collection agents were recruxted

in the name of the Cua Sghien-Cuu^ eind knew the
identity of the sponsoring organization. Support
ag^ts, such as safehouse keepers, live drops, etc.,

were usually not aware of CNC sponsorship of their
activities. They might be recruited without prior
approval from CNC headquarters, but any such, re
cruitment had to be subsequently reported to Hanoi.
Contact Bases

15.

The CNC uses a mixture of clcindestine

contact bases and agent networks which resemble

with perhaps some modifications the CNC clandiestine
structure in South Viet-Ncun as described above.

16. The most important CNC field element
within the regional structure as given above is the
contact base or station (to. oan-au).

There is evi

dence that since 1951 the CNC has built or planned
to build bases in some fifteen provinces. Whether

these bases are still in operation is impossible to
determine
The majority of the suspect or identi
fied bases studied were located in wooded, jxangle,
or mountainous areas under communist control.

17.

The primary fxinction of a CNC contact

base is to act as the ccxnmtanications channel be
tween CNC headquarters in Hanoi and one or more CNC

agent networks in the south.

Instructions, orders,

messages, etc.,. pass from Hanoi through the base

\
to.the individual operations officer or agent handler
Intelligence reports pass upward from the agent
through the base to Heuioi.

Once information reaches

the base it may be transmitted by radio or it may
9® to Hanoi via courier over land or sea routes.

Other fxmctions of the base are to provide training
and indoctrination, to select agents or support

personnel, to provide security to the base area emd
to the communications center, £uid to render assist-

cmce to CNC personnel arriving in or departing from
South Viet-Nam.

18. During initial stages of organization,
CNC bases apparently receive fairly extensive assist
ance from the local Provincial Party Committee.

The

base chief reportedly recruits couriers frcra among
candidates proposed by the Provincial Committee.
Some contact bases reportedly serve more than one

separate CNC intelligence network, and may serve as
relay stations for subordinate bases whose radios
have only a relative short range. One source stated
that in the event of emergency the main base could
contact other bases (by courier) to communicate
with Hanoi.

Several sources have indicated that a

CNC agent handler might use several different bases
during his tour in South Viet-Nam. In some in
stances the base makes use of couriers or "liaison

agents" to maintain-contact with CNC intelligence
nets outside the base area.

There are other in

stances where the agent handler travels back and

forth between the operational area and the base,
and in still other cases, the CNC uses a ccxnbination
of these methods.

19.

Known or Suspect CNC Contact Bases,

Past or Present, in South Viet-Nam®^
.

BinhrDinh Province

A CNC courier operated between a CNC
agent h2mdler and agents in Nha-Trang and Saigon.
The courier contacted his handler either in the

secret party installation of Hoai-Nhon District
Committee or in secret zone 100 K.

The courier

alleged that the secret zone had been in existence

for a number of years since he had been asked to go
there in 1956 to work for the District secretary of

the party.

(DOI:

1964)5*

(^MD^TlAL^ f -
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An agent handler, not identical with

the above agent h^dler, operated out of a contact

base somewhere in Binh-Dinh Province. He is reported

|i '

to have been to this base on several occasions

between 28 May and early September 1964 in order to
receive directives from Hanoi, presumcibly by radio.
This handler was in contact with agents in Saigon
before his arrest in September 1964.
b.

Binh-Thuan Province!

A CNC agent revealed that he met a CNC
operations officer three times in 1961 in the Ham-

Tan forest near Phcin-Thiet.

The operations officer

later stated that he left the base in Binh-Thuan

Province in late 1961 to go to Saigon.
A CNC operations officer or agent hsmdler stated in 1963 that he believed there was a
radio base in the Phan-Thiet area.

A defector from the CNC in August 1963
stated the CNC had established in the bottom of a

boat a radio base capable of reaching Hanoi.

The

boat, located off the coast near Phan-Thiet, acted
as a relay point for a radio established in Saigon.
During the first six months of 1966,
a CNC agent was believed to have made several visits
to a possible contact base in the Phan-Ri area. A

CNC operations officer or agent handler stated in

1^61 that he believed there was or might have been
a radio base near Phan-Ri.
c.

Darlac Province:

'
V

In March 1962, a CNC agent, by direc
tion of his hemdler, spent a week at a base where

he received training and instruction.

The agent

stated that he was escorted from a point on the

I

1

highway/ three kilcaaeters frcaa-the Bac-Ai resettle
ment, leading from Ban-Me-Thuot.in the direction of
Saigon. It may have been a temporary base since
hammocks were used and there were no permanent
structures or a radio installation in evidence.
A CNC agent operated near Ban-Me-Thuot

for a nximber of years. Apparently part of his
mission was to develop a caiC base somewhere in the

jungles near Ban>-Me-Thuot. (DOI:
d.

1957-1963)

Khzmh-Hoa Province:

A CNC agent indicated that during 1956
1958 his.two agent handlers had said that they often
went to meetings lasting several days at a place
near Nha-rTremg.
A CNC agent handler claimed he had
contacted Hanoi in 1960 through an installation
located in or near Nha-Trang.

Another agent.handler spoke of a

possible radio base in or near Nha-Trcuag.
e.

(DOI;

19

Kien-Hoa Province:

A CNC agent stated on one occasion
(1964) that an agent handler had borrowed his
Lambretta to go to Ben-Tre to send a cable to
North Viet-Nam. (Ben-Tre is the former name for

Truc-Giang the present capital of. Kien-Hoa Prov
ince.)
f.

LamrDona Province:

A CNC operations office.r stated he
had opeirated out of the Pleiku contact base until

April 1959 when he moved to the La-Hon area, biLinh District, Lam-Dong Province. He operated out

of this latter base until 1961, when he was captured.

A CNC agent handler stated in 1965 he
stayed at a base in Lam-Dong Province from October
1961 until March 1964. According to the handler the
base had a radio capable of reaching Hanoi.

Another agent handler reported he went
to the Lam-Dong base during the first part of 1962.
He later sent his wife with three children to the

base ostensibly for training in the preparation of
reports. In 1963, the handler took an agent to the
base.

g.

Ninh-Thuan Province;

A CNC agent handler identified and
located one contact base near the town of Vinh-Hy.

Later, in early July 1964, the base moved from the
area to Vinh-Hy to the Bac-Ai zone. The handler
was usually met at Ba-Thap and escorted to the base.
Ba-Thap is approximately eighteen kilometers north
of Phan-Rang.

A CNC courier stated in 1964 that he

had operated from a secret base near Vinh-Hy since
1962, although he alleged he had acted as a courier

from this base only since August 1964.

He claimed

that in November 1962 he was taken to what he called
the "Chua Mountain Secret Zone".

This base was

reportedly located on Chua Mountain, Thanh-Hai
District, Ninh-Thuan Province.

The courier also .

alleged that the Thuan-Bac District Committee head
quarters was located in this area.

'
V

The same agent handler stated that
there was a contact base at Bac-Ai about half way

up the slope of Thuan Moxintain, at about the 1000
meter level. Looking westward from the base it was
possible to see Ro Mountain and Xenh Mountain and

m
the town of Krong-Pha.

The base is at the inter

section of three streams. The road to the base is
level with an old cement dike on the Ta-Mao River.
The handler went to the base six times either to
send reports or to receive orders from Hanoi. The

installation was divided into two areas separated _
by a stream: living quarters (three huts) and an
office were located in one area, while a radio

building was located in the other. According to
the handler physical security of the base was
excellent. There were approximately ten soldiers
armed with sub-machine guns and pistols on guard

duty in the area of the living quarters. On
slopes surrounding the base there were several
rows of bamboo spikes to prevent infiltration.
On the west side of the base there were no spikes
but there were montagnards who kept a constant
watch and acted as an alarm system in the event

enemy troops approached the base.

Since the es

tablishment of the base it had never been molested.
h.

Phu-Bon Province:

When the above CNC agent handler
arrived in South Viet-Nam in November 1963 he

landed on a small air strip about one hour's walk
from the base of a mountain. He was told that he
was in the vicinity of Cheo-Reo (present day HauBon). He was then escorted on foot for about a

twenty-hour walk to an area described to him as
being in the "immediate vicinity of Cheo-Reo".
Although the handler was housed in a shack, he
had the impression that he was near a permanent
installation.

A week later he was visited by the

base commander (described as a general without an
indication of how many stars).

The base command

er gave the handler documentation, money, and
instructions for his trip farther south. The
handler was accompanied from the base by ten or
eleven escort agents.

1
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Phiioc-Tuy Province:

'in

In April 1963 a team comprising an
operations officer, an agent handler (who had the
mission of setting up a radio base in Saigon), a
radio operator, and a cryptographer was captured
by South Vietnamese authorities. This team's
mission was (a) to establish a contact base in the

Ba-Ria area near Vving-Tau in Phuoc-Tuy Province,
(b) to set up a "boat cell" for the purpose of

transportating documents to Hanoi, auid (c) to organize
a cpurier network to carry documents and materiel
overland to North Viet-Nam.

One courier route was

to be between the Ba-Ria base and a CNC agent

located in Thanh-Hoi Hamlet, Trieu-Phong District,
Quang-Tri Province. Anohter route was to be be
tween the base and an agent handler operating in
Saigon. The landing zone for the team was se
lected before the team's departure from North VietNam and was a ten kilometer stretch along the coast

to Phuoc-Tuy Province reportedly under complete
communist control. It was also alleged that the
Central Committee in Hanoi cabled the Ba-Ria

Provincial Committee in Phuoc-Tuy to advise them
of the team's approximate date and place of arrival

with the request that every assistance be given

them in establishing the base in Ba-Ria.

The sequel

to this abortive operation is described in detail

in paragraphs 20 through 34.
j.

Pleiku and Kontum Provinces;

A CNC agent handler stated that a CNp
operations officer took him to a secret base in

1960, which he called the "Pleiku secret zone"; the

base was under the direction of a new operations
officer. In 1961, he went twice to the "Pleiku
Base" and in 1962 his wife was sent to the base to

receive instruction in radio operations.

A CNC

courier stated that his two handlers used the base
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in the "Kontum area" between 1956 and 1958.

The

courier had at least on one occasion gone to the
"Kontum Base".

.k.

Quang-Nam Province;

A CNC radio operator operated a radio
in Da-Nang for cibout a year from mid-1964 to mid1965. The radio whose signal was strong enough to
reach Hanoi was part of a "strategic intelligence
cell".

The same radio operated stated there
was a base located in the mountainous area north
west of Da-Nang. This base was apparently the resi

dence of several couriers who carried documents to
North Viet-Nam for the cell.

(DOI:

1965)

This

radio may have been the one captured by the United

States Marines during a sweep operation.on 3 Febru
ary 1966.
The above CNC agent handler indicated

there was a small transmitter set up in the moun
tainous area some five to six kilometers from Nam-0.
The radio had a range of 100 kilometers and may
have been used to relay information of an urgent
nature to the main base at Da-Nang referred to
above. (DOI: 1965)
1.

Quang-Ngai Province:

A CNC agent ha:ndler stated in 1963

that he believed plans had been made to establish

ra

a courier land route between the Ba-Ria base in
Phuoc-Tuy Province and a base in Quang-Ngai Prov
ince.

Quang-Tri-Province:
A CNC cryptographer, member of a

TiALf
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team captured in 1963, stated that part of his
mission was to esteiblish a courier route between
the Ba-Ria base and a contact base in Thanh-Hoi

Hamlet, Trieu-Phong District, Ouang-Tri Province.
The cryptographer had made ten trips between Jan
uary and Jxane 1960 between the contact base in
Vinh-Linh, Vinh-Linh Special Zone and Thanh-Hoi
Hamlet.

A CNC courier reported in 1965 that
she was responsible for transporting documents
(obtained by Da-Nang) from Hue to a contact base
in Cam-Lo, Quang-Tri Province.
n.

Saigon:
%

A CNC agent handler who defected to

South Vietnamese authorities in 1963 claimed that
one of his missions was to establish a radio base

in Saigon to communicate with the "main base"
located in a boat off the coast of Phan-Thiet.

Another CNC agent handler captured

in 1963 had the mission of setting up a radio base
in Saigon for communications with Hanoi.
A CNC agent claimed that another

agent had been in charge of several agents and a
radio base in Saigon. The former agent claimed \
the other had stated in December 1963 and in Jan

uary 1964 that he was in charge of a radio base.'
A CNC agent handler reportedly had
a continuing mission between 1960 and 1963 to es

tablish a radio in the Saigon area.. The initial
plan to set up a radio in Saigon in'1960 was com
promised. Subsequent attempts to set up a radio
after that date were apparently unsuccessful.
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then by means not fully explained established con
tact with elements of the local Province Party
Committee. The Committee provided a guard to pro
tect the group and to help in transporting the

group's equipment to its initial base site in a
secure area selected by the Province Committee and

the base chief.58 The specific location of the
Keystone contact base had apparently been selected
in Hanoi; however, there is no explanation as to

what process, or criteria Hanoi used to select this

particular spot. As is true with most known con
tact bases in South Viet-Nam, Keystone is located
in an area xander communist control.
23.

The original Keystone base comple

ment included a base chief, an operations officer,
a radio operator, and a cryptographer, in addition

1

to the security guard provided by the Province
Committee. By 1966, the base complement had grown

to twenty-four and included the base chief, a

political officer, a-radio section, cryptography
section, a medical unit, and three agent control
'sections. At present all elements have security

guards, two in most instances, furnished by the
Provincial Committee (possibly by the Security
Section). Food and medicine are obtained locally

by individual members. New personnel arrive from
Hanoi either by boat, landing at different places

along the coast, or by crossing the Ben-Hai River
and the Demilitarized Zone.
.'tl

Those who enter

South Viet-Nam by land make their way by different
routes to the nearest large city where they take

commercial transportation - airplane or bus - to

the general area of operations. On occasion, some
personnel use CNC controlled safehouses as resting
places during their travel. Apparently, the infiltering personnel are not informed of the base's
■exact location, but are given directions as to how

contact is to be made with a base representative.

New arrivals bring with them a limited amount of

CPNFP
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supplxes, such as radio parts, as well as funds
These supplies and money are turned over to thr

base chief. For security reasons, the base Sief/

rather than hold the money in one place, divides
^ng base personnel for safekeeping. Each person
IS responsible for the money in his possession
buried and the base chief informed
of the burial site. All fxmds are returnable to
the base chief on demand. The specific uses of
the funds are not known, but apparently the base
chief is held responsible for accounting for all
expenditures.

24. In order to preserve security the
several base sections are physically separated
from each other. For example, the radio operator
and the transmitter(s) are in one hamlet and the
cryptography section in emother. The base chief
is located with the cryptographers. The three
agent control sections are in different locktions.

25. All personnel at the base, with the
exception of the base chief and female personnel,
have personal weapons.

26. The multiple roles of the base chief
include leadership and direction of the entire
base and coordination of all activities of the

various elements; he acts as courier between sep

arated elements and leads political discussions

i^OQthly party meetings. He is the only
person at the base who has full knowledge of the,
base Is operational assignment, its objectives and
missions, its area of operations, its means of •
contact with other CNC bases or with agent net— v
works supported by the base, and the means of

contacting the Provincial Committee.

The base

chief is undoubtedly the best trained and most

experienced individual at the base and is appar
ently the only one trained in document photography

and secret writing.
27.

The details of the role and fiinction

f"
4-he Keystone
base's
political
officer
areas
unpjr a short
period,
of time
he death
acted
known.^^^^
interim
between
the
of the

•^inal base chief and the arrival of the replaceview of his title, he probably has a

party ideological function and responsibility.
28.

The full responsibilities and activi-

+- • s of the three agent control sections are unk
It is known that each section maintains
ntact by courier with agents operating outside
the area. The size of these agent mechanisms is
not known.

29.

Couriers of the Keystone base, usu

ally female, are assigned to the agent control

ctions. Presumably following a prearranged con

I'"''-

tact plan and schedule the couriers travel be
tween the section cuid the base area of operations

Lid areas in which the section's networks and

ri
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aaents operate. The couriers carry either forged
documentation prepared by the CNC before infiltra
tion or genuine docxjments acquired in false
identity from local South Vietnamese authorities
on the basis of cover stories or other means.
From other operations, it is known that courier
contacts with agents and agent networks are usu

ally made either through a system of dead drops

or by direct contact with other couriers.
30.

After receiving a report, the section

courier delivers it to the section chief who in
turn hands the report to the cryptographer for en

coding.

The cryptographer takes the encoded docu

ment to the radio operator for transmission

directly to CNC headquarters in Hanoi.
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31.

The report received by the courier is

already partially encoded in keeping with standard
CNC procedure and practice. For operational secu

rity, each agent handler, uses different code sys

tems, to hide the identities of target personalities,

reporting agents, target areas, and other signifi
cant operational data.

'. w

32. Incoming messages from CNC headquar
ters are treated in a reverse manner.
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33.

In the radio section, in addition to

the radio operator, there is a trained radio tech
nician. Each knows enough of the other's work to

operate in emergencies as the other's substitute.

V;?

The initial single radio of the Keystone base has
now been supplemented with a second set that was
infiltered from home for back-up purposes.
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34.

As illustrated in paragraphs 20-33

above, the Keystone base team, which We believe
to be typical of the two-dozen odd in South VietNam, serves primarily as a radio link between agent

!^'
I

networks and CNC headquarters.

Trained in standard

operational security procedures, the base's
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personnel practice compartmentation . of functions

and information, thus limiting the knowledge each
member has of the total activities of the base.

Only the base chief is aware of all aspects of the

base's responsibilities and duties, and each six

months prepares a summary of the base's activities
for transmission to headquarters in Hanoi.
Agent Net Operations

M;.

35.

I >.• .

Described below to illustrate the

operational techniques and practices of a CNC

unit is an agent net, called for convenience tte

a

Agent
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"L-i

emergency contact

•Contact Base

Boat Radio

PURPLE NETWORK

(Phai-Khien)

Agent Handler

cue NGHIEN-CUU

Agent
(co-can)

Radio Operator
Cryptog rapher
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"Purple Net". Until its compromise, and destruction
in mid-1965 it was located in a major South Viet
V •

k

namese city. One notes that the Purple Net differed
from the Keystone Contact Base, primarily in not

being located on secure real estate, not having its
own medical, supply and guard facilities, and not

having a logistical support function to other ele
ments of the CNC apparatus.

In most other respects

it is believed to be typical in functioning and

orgcuiization of a net subordinated to a contact
base. In other words, most of the agent nets in
South Viet-Nam are subordinated to contact bases
whose electrical communications are situated in
Viet-Cong safe areas.

36.

The original Purple Net was composed

of an agent handler and two agents.

Initially its

only means of communication with higher echelons of
the apparatus was by a courier system, but later a

.,1 *

radio operator/cryptographer, was assigned, probably •
because its mission had come to include a require
ment to report advance information on bombing
missions laxinched against North Vietnamese targets
from the air base outside the city.
37.

Among the tasks of the net were to

report:
a.

Advance notice of U. S. and South

Vietnamese bombing and naval shelling missions;
b.

Strength, disposition and unit

strength of U. S. euad South Vietnamese militaryforces in the area;

c.

Plans and amounts of U. S. military

and economic aid to South Viet-Nam;
I '

d.

Details on the local air base,\in-

cluding types and numbers of planes.

pP»|:ipENTI^
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38. There was no overlap of agent hand
lers, the predecessor having left two weeks before

the arrival of his replacement of specific instruc
tions from CNC headquarters. Directed to return
to a contact base, the earlier agent handler
vanished from our view, although there is some indi
cation that he was assigned as an agent handler in
another South Vietnamese city.

39. Shortly before the change in agent
heuidlers, a courier, operating between the net and
CNC headquarters, was arrested by the South Viet
namese authorities.. Probeibly as a direct result
of this casualty, the CNC ordered a change of agent
handlers. Before the change was effected, however,
a senior CNC official, apparently an inspector, infiltered South Viet-Ncim emd made a review of the

net's security. Finding no further compromises,
cuid perhaps satisfied with the operational security
of the net's courier system, which included dead
drops and several couriers in its channel to head

quarters, the inspecting officer did not order any

chcuige in the status of the radio operator—cryp
tographer or the agents but gave final approval to
the dispatch of the new agent handler and the con
tinuation of the net's agent activities.

40.

Several years earlier, after fifteen

month's intensive training, the new agent handler
had infiltered South Viet-Nam, where he was to es

tablish a new agent net in Saigon. For unknown
reasons, he never reached that city, but he re-

,

mained at a CNC contact base for approximately

>

two years without a specific operational assign— •
ment before he returned to Hanoi. Following three

^o'^th's training he again made preparations to
enter South Viet-Nam, this time to join the Purple
Net. During this second infiltration trip south
through the Demilitarized Zone, the new agent
handler was guided by several persons, apparently
104
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members of local guerrilla units.

After his arrival

the new agent handler met the radio operator/cryp
tographer and the two agents, using prearranged con
tact and signal plans prepared by the earlier agent
handler, who had arrived back in Hanoi.

The CNC

had radioed the radio operator/cryptographer the
time and place of the meeting with the new agent
handler. For the two agents, the new handler placed
written meeting instructions in the separate dead

drops ^sed for communications with them-. Agent
the instructions. Agent no. 2 twice
failed to follow the instructions, and the agent
handler,
ac- himcosted himusing
nearrecognition
his home. signals,
To all hefinally
introduced
alias, identified himself as the new agent

handler, reviewed instructions on the objectives

and reporting requirements,and established future

con ac

arrangements.

These included the use of

dead rops, spnals to indicate servicing of dead
i? S

i®

signals for
contact, mem
and
sche '1
ued regular meetings
withdirect
the individual
bers of the net.
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could initiate contact with
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the dead drops. None, however,

handler's true name or residence,

handler, who knew the names and

contact in caSs
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of extreme
urgency.
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tional cover
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him by a third name.

At no time, apparently, did

he ever use his true name.

43. The radio operator/cryptographer,
who preceded the new agent hcindler by several
months, also infiltered,overland across the DMZ.

His route was very similar to the one later taken

by the agent hemdler, and both may have used the
same guides and facilities. The final leg of the
radio operator/cryptographer's trip was also by

bus.

The CNC had furnished the radio operator/cryp

tographer several sets of forged documents, some
for use during the infiltration and others for use

in establishing residence in his target city.
The transmitter had been previously infiltered by
an unknown route. The radio used, a commercially
manufactured- multiband-, receiver, was purchased
locally by the radio operator/cryptographer.
Signal codes and operating procedure instructions

had been brought by, the radio operator/cryptogra
pher, and were later supplemented by the agent
handler.

44. The radio operator/cryptographer's
primary function was to maintain radio contact

between the Purple Net and CNC headquarters.
Although he serviced the agent dead drops in the
interval between agent handlers, the radio

op®3^stor/cryptographer had no specific agent, hand—,
ling responsibilities in the existing net. The
CNC, had however, anticipated the possibility of
his becoming an agent handler and had instructed

bim to spot and assess potential agents in prep
aration for fonning his own agent net. A
secondary mission was the acquisition of samples

documents, signatures, and seals used by the
South Vietnamese authorities in the area.

45. For cover, the radio operator/cryp
tographer was employed and later took over the
106
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ownership of a bicycle repair shop. The shop had

been purchased by the predecessor agent handler in
partnership with cinother. individual/ also with a
one relationship, the details of which are unknown.
(He may have been a support agent). The shop pro
vided the cover for the contacts between the radio
operator/cryptographer and the agent handler. In
coming and outgoing messages, concealed in a match
box or cigarette package, were passed during these
meetings.

46.

The Purple Net's transmitter was

hidden in the radio operator/cryptographer's room.
The receiver, a widely used commercial multiband
receiver, sat openly on his desk, where the oper
ator also coded or decoded his messages. The

messages also contained an internal code, used
and known only by the agent handler, to conceal
identities, places cuid other key phrases and words.
47.
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For emergency use, in addition to

the net's radio, the agent handler had access to a
CNC contact base a moderate distance from the
taraet city. A second emergency means was a small

traLmitter on a river boat. Courier contact with
CNC headquarters was used for the forwarding of
documents, photographs, ^d other items not suit
able for radio transmission.

1

48.

Agent no. 1, recruited locally by

the earlier agent handler, was a non-commissioned
officer in the South Vietnamese armed forces and

was assigned to a Corps Headquarters. His primary

mission was to obtain documents and information
on the strengths and plans of the United States
and South Vietnamese military services assigned in
■ l. :s.;

V- W

the vicinity.

49. Agent no. 2 had been recruited in
North Viet-Nara shortly after the 1954 armistice

®EI
and had been trained in part by a presumed Chinese
communist. Because of his Chinese origins, this
agent's initial mission in South Viet-Nam had been

to report on the Chinese community in the Saigon
area.

Apparently he had failed in this mission

^d, as a consequence, had lain dormant for approx
imately ten years, during which time he moved to
several South Vietnamese cities.

The CNC followed

his movements until, on CNC instructions, the
Net's first agent handler re-established

contact with him and assigned him the mission of

obtaining information on the strength, equipment,
disposition, and plans of American units from the

American military personnel who frequented the
hotel restaurant where he was employed. This
agent seldom reported any information.
50. The Purple Net's only existing emer
gency procedure, which was known'only to the agent

handler and may have applied to him exclusively,
was to withdraw, if necessary, to the nearby CNC
contact base. There is no indication of any con
tact or capability for contact with other CNC nets
or elements in the area. Neither the two infiltrated

CNC officers nor the two agents are known to have

had any contacts, nor any emergency plans for con
tacts, with the local guerrilla elements.

CONCLUSIONS

51. In reviewing the CNC's operational
L
methods and techniques in the.foregoing example of
an agent network, certain characteristics are evi— '

dent that can be attributed generally to any CNC
directed network:

a. The CNC agent handler, is a military
officer, with previous guerrilla experience in
South Viet-Nam.
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b. The agent handler is thoroughly
trained in intelligence tradecraft and intelligence
technology, e.g., use of chemical inks and photog
raphy.
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c.

-CNC personnel follow the concepts and

precepts of operational security, using techniques
such as dead drops, recognition signals, courier
chains.

d.

The agent handler is the only indivi

dual in the element with full and detailed know

ledge of the element's mission, personnel, activities

emergency plans, contact arrangements, etc.

e. The agent handler uses an individual
code to. conceal from other unit members key and
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identifying words and phrases in his communications
with CNC headquarters.
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Couriers are used extensively by CNC
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CNC units have several methods of

communicating with CNC headquarters in Hanoi.

h.

Couriers moving between North and

South Viet-Nam are recruited and trained in North

Viet-Nam. Other couriers for use in South VietNam exclusively, e.g., for carrying reports be

tween dead drops, may be recruited and trained

locally.
i. The CNC has established a network of
contact bases in South Viet-Nam to service and
direct agent nets.

j. The use of a radio by an agent\net
may be limited to those nets reporting information
in which the time factor is significant.
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k.

1

Infiltrating CNC personnel use forged

documents different for their movements from those
used in their target areas.

1. Infiltering personnel move furtively
to the nearest large city in the infiltration area,
and then use public transportation to the target
area.

m.

Local guerrilla elements are used to

support and guard CNC elements, and as guides during
infiltration.

n.

There are indications that the CNC

prefers and may focus on the acquisition of doc
umentary information as sources of intelligence.
o.

The CNC is in contact, by unknown

means, with guerrilla elements in South Viet'^Nam,
and may call upon them for assistance and support.

52.

The descriptions and comments above

(paragraphs 35-51) refer and apply only to CNC
activity in South Viet-Ncim. The techniques and

methods used by the CNC personnel in other countries
are unknown. We suspect that similar pattern is
to be found in Laos.

Communications

53.

In their pattern of communications,'j[

the CNC adheres strongly to the concepts of com- ,
partmentation and operational security. Reflect
ing their training, base chiefs and agent handlers
use various clandestine techniques; e.g., dead
drops, codes, courier chains, in their communica
tions with CNC headquarters, contact bases and
individual agents.

All CNC operational elements

appear to have more than one channel of

yas&iisf

conununications to fill their conununications needs.

All conununications channels are designed to pro

tect identities, targets, activities, etc., of cuiy
given contact base or agent network.
.•«ia

Couriers
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54. The CNC couriers operating between
North Viet-Nam and South Viet-Nam are usually
women from North Viet-Nam, selected and trained in
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North Viet-Nam by the CNC.

The northern cities of

South Viet-Nam, e.g., Quang-Tri, Hue, and Da-Nang,

are apparently the major assembly sites for infil
tration and exfiltration, usually done by boat.
The couriers apparently do not know the details of

specific agent or base operations and probably do

not have any direct contact with base chiefs and
: r"

1
a.

. 't:

agent handlers.

From the available information,

this group of couriers, operating between the two
Viet-Nams, apparently contact only other couriers,
or services dead drops. We deduce from one
instance in which the same courier made several

trips within one year that the, CNC maintains a
limited corps of couriers for cross-border activity.
55.

Couriers used solely in South Viet-

Nam may be CNC trained personnel infiltrated for

the purpose, or individuals recruited locally by
the agent handler or base chief with the per

mission of CNC headquarters.

The available in

formation indicates that these couriers also have

limited knowledge of the operational details of
the specific CNC element they are involved in.

They, too, are usually limited to servicing dead

drops or contacting other couriers, and thus have
no need for direct contact with agent handlers,
base chiefs or agents. In one instance in South
Viet-Nam, a locally recruited courier practiced

pick-ups and deliveries, making the appropriate

> sii

servicing signs, before being entrusted with an
operational delivery. His assigiunent was to take
a report from a dead drop to a contact base.
56.

Although there have been allegations,

there is no firm evidence of CNC use of foreign
personnel, civilian or diplomatic, as couriers
for intelligence activities.

There is some evi

dence of ICC personnel and planes being used for
the transmission of intelligence, but the specific
role of the CNC in this activity is unknown.
Dead Drops

57. In all knqwn instances of CNC opera
tions in South Viet-Nam, dead drops were included
as part of the communications network.

Selected

by the agent handler or base chief, the site used
type. One apparent major criterion in

the selection of sites is its easy and general
access and so cemeteries, the spy's traditional
concealment area are frequently used. Other sites

used have been road markers, gate posts, fence
posts, utility poles, etc. Agent handlers use
separate drop sites for different agents. In one
case, two dead drops, to be used in alternate

months, were used for communications between an

agent handler and a single agent.
Signals

58. Signals of the chalk-mark variety are
always used to indicate a drop has been loaded of
. Cxrcles, crosses, and dashes are examples
sxgnals used. They are placed at the site
o he drop, x.e., the road marker, fence post, or
ga e post, tmder which the message has been placed.
A completed transaction may be indicated by two

.CONFIDENTIAL

signals, e.g., a dash under a circle, one placed

by the deliverer and the other by the recipient.
Similar signals, the dash, circle,
or cross, have been used to indicate the desire or

need for a personal meeting between the agent hand
ler and the agent. These signals are placed on a
predetermined utility pole, house fence, or street
sign on normal routes taken by the individuals in
their regular daily activities. The meetings
would then be held at a predetermined place on a

prearranged schedule.

Some instances of the use of safety
signals for personal meetings of CNC personnel
are known. These signals are used to indicate the
absence or presence of some danger. According to
CNC training doctrine, such signals are required
to be positive actions by the individuals"involved.
In one known instance, the safety/danger signal
was the specific arrangement of flower pots on a
window ledge.

Secret Writing
59. All CNC agent handlers and base
chiefs are trained in the use of secret inks and

secret writing techniques.

Infiltering CNC

personnel in South Viet-Nam are known on occasion
to have carried secret writing equipment. Secret
inks have also been made in South Viet-Nam by

CNC personnel from locally and readily available
materials, such as Chinese drugs. In one instance,
a message in secret ink was written on the back of
a label on a festival cake.

Another time, a

message was written on the paper wrapping of a
package.

Radio

60. CNC radio equipment varies in size,
power capabilities, and country of origin.
Chinese and American manufactured equipment are
known to have been used in training radio opera
tors. In one contact base, infiltered American
manufactured equipment was used as the primary
radio, and a Chinese manufactured radio as the
backup equipment. Both used hand-cranked gen

erators as power supplies.

In another instance,

the receiver used by an agent net was a batterypowered multiband receiver, actually purchased
in South Viet-Nam.

In the known cases of radio being
used by agent nets, continuous wave (CW) trans
mission was used.

There is some indication that

the CNC headquarters may also use one-way, voice
radio in contacting personnel in South Viet-Nam.

Codes

61.

Code materials for use in trans

missions between CNC headquarters and its
installations in South Viet-Nam are brought into

South Viet-Nam by infiltering personnel. Agent
hcuidlers and base chiefs carry additional identi~

fying intelligence data, e.g.. South Vietnamese
personalities, provinces, cities.

One agent's

codes were prepared by CNC headquarters, before
his infiltration into South Viet-Nam. In anot^ier
instance the code (composed of a letter and '
number combination; e.g., G-14, T-22) was con-*"
tained on 35mm. film and required an ordinary
magnifying glass to read it.
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Microfilm

62.

Agent handlers and base chiefs are

trained in the use of cameras, particularly for
photographing dociaments. Normally available
commercial cameras, such as the Pentax are used -
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by CNC personnel during their training periods
and operational activities. Presiamably locally
purchased film is used. There is no indication
that any special equipment, cameras, film, or

stands, have been used in docxament photography.
In one instance, there is an indication that the

agent handler did not develop his film, but sent
the exposed film via courier to North Viet-Nam
for processing by CNC headquarters. In another
instance, the film was developed and trimmed for

easy concealment while being carried in South
Viet-Nam. In the latter case, it is unknown if
the film itself was to be carried to North Viet-

Nam, or its contents, the report of an agent
handler, was to be radioed north. In all known
cases of the use of photography by the CNC,
black and white.film was used.
There is no evidence that the CNC

uses the microdot process or any other photo

graphic reduction process.
Accommodation Addresses

63.

There is only a limited amount of

information on the CNC use of accommodation ad
dresses. Allegedly the CNC has used accommoda
tion addresses in third coxintries such as France,

Hong Kong, and Cambodia, particularly in the
period immediately after 1954 Geneva Agreements.
Letters and post cards mailed to and from these

i:
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addresses relayed messages between the CNC or its
predecessor organizations and its personnel in

South Viet-Nam.

There is no information concern

ing CNC use of foreign installations in South
Viet-Nam as accommodation addresses for intelli

gence activities.
Concealment Devices

64.

There is little information on the

CNC use of concealment devices.

Concealment is a

subject of study in the training programs of agent
handlers and base chiefs. Apparently the CNC
depends on the ability and ingenuity of its per
sonnel to hide or disguise their messages and

material.

For example, one agent radio was simply

locked in a desk drawer in the radio operator's
room. In another instance^ a number of individual
microfilm frames were hidden in the bottom of a

pack of locally purchased cigarettes. On a boat
being used for infiltration, a base's radio'equip
ment was apparently boxed and stowed with other
equipment and stores. There is no evidence of
the use of specially prepared concealment devices.

65.

In its channels and patterns of

communications, the CNC employs techniques,

methods and equipment common to and traditionally
used by other intelligence services to conceal or

disguise its intelligence activities. In its
training programs, the CNC emphasizes the subject
of maintaining the security of operations. As in
other intelligence services, this emphasis is to
ensure a minimum impact on operational activities
in the event an element of the apparatus is ar- ^
rested or compromised.

^

CHAPTER VIII

STAFF PERSONNEL OF THE

cue NGHIEN-CUU (CNC)

m

A review of available information has

revealed the identity of some 130 staff employees

of the Cue Nghien-Cuu. Except for the director and
deputy director of the CNC, which appear at the head
of the list, the remaining names have been listed in
alphabetical order. Where possible the Vietnamese
name is followed by the telegraphic code. Unless
otherwise noted information is not later than 1964.
LE-TRONG-NGHIA (LEE TRONGJ NGHIAX)
Senior Colonel

Alias: PHUONG. His name has also appeared as
LE-TRUNG-NGHIA and LE-MINH-NGHIA. Born about

1916 in Bac-Ninh, Ha-Bac Province, North VietNam; married and has several children; the

youngest a boy was born in 1958; his wife works
at the 108th Military Hospital, Tran Hung Dao
Street, Hanoi; speaks fluent French. Home
address; lives in a duplex, two-story house

on Ly Nam De Street about a half mile from the
Cot. Co Compound. (Dliplex is shared with
TRAN-HIEU, q.V.)

1935: Law student in Hanoi University^ an
official in the Indochinese Communist Party

headquarters in Hanoi; jailed as a leader of
subversive activities.

1936 - 1944;

No information available on this

period; date of entrance into army unknown,
1945;

Secretary to General VO-NGUYEN-GIAP,

1946:

Headed the staff of PHAN-ANH, then

Minister of National Defense.

1947:

Assignment unknown.

1948:

Chief of the Cuo Quan-Bao - Military

Intelligence Agency of the PAW General Staff.
1949:

Executive officer in the PAVN High Command

1950 - July 1957: Chief of the Cue Quan-Bao;
promoted to colonel (date unknown).

August 1957 - November 1961: Assistant chief of
the Cuo Nghien-Cuuj PAVN General Staff.
1959 - 1960: Served one term as a deputy in the
DRVN National Assembly.
November 1961 - present: Director of the Cuo
Nghien-Cuu} replaced TRAN-HIEU (q.v.).
NGUYEN-VU (NGUYEENX VUX)
Lieutenant Colonel

Bom about 1918 in North Viet-Nam; graduated
from high school; able to read, write, and speak
fluent French; married.
i

During the Resistance War (1945 - 1954) he wah in
charge of intelligence for the Communication
Service (sic) in the Viet-Bac area.
1954 (end):

Was a section chief in the Nha Lien-

Lao; went south to stabilize the organization of
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various military intelligence sections and
notified the local Vietnamese commvmist leader

ship of the above policy; remained in the south
for about three months.

August 1957 - April 1962; Chief of the Foreign
Intelligence Office of the Cua Nghien-Cuu,
Early 1959:

Promoted to Lieutenant Colonel.

April 1962:

Appointed deputy chief of the Cue

Nghien-Cuu in place of PHAN-BINH (q.v.).
[Comment: In recent unconfirmed information
(1967), the deputy chief of the CNC has been
referred to as LTC TU-VAN (Tuw Vawn) who is

reportedly also chief of the Operations Division
(sic). The deputy chief has also been referred
to as LTC THU-VAN (Thds Vawn). Both names may
be aliases used by LTC NGUYEN-VU or'TU-VAN may
be an alias or misspelling of THU VAN who may be
identical with LTC NGUYEN-NHU-VAN, formerly
head of the Internal Intelligence Office and
who, if these are the same person, may have
become deputy chief of the CNC in place of
NGUYEN-VU. There is also a LTC PHU-VAN (quite

probably identical with NGUYEN-NHU-VAN) who was
formerly the chief of the Internal Intelligence
Office - before July 1962; PHU VAN went to the
USSR for intelligence training in July 1962; he
remained in the Soviet Union until about the

end of 1963.]

Described as an instructor who gave instruction
in intelligence during a period of two months
either from November 1959 to 1960 or from November
1964 to March 1965.

CONI-lPENTP^iVi

TU~yjH (TUWS ANH)
Lieutencint Colonel

Described as chief of the Training Office (date
of information; 1967).
BAN

A civilian employee of the Ministry of National
Defense; born about 1928 in Nam-Dinh Province,
North Viet-Nam; married; lives in CNC quarters

in Cot Co Compound; family apparently does not
live with him.
DANG-BA

Crewman in a maritime infiltration cell of VinhLinh Contact Station; bom about 19 32 in Tan-An

Village, Hai-Lang District, Quang-Tri Province;
married; wife lives in Tan-An Village, Hai-Land
District, Quang-Tri Province,
BICH (BICHS)

Senior Sergeant

Fiscal Assistant in the Administrative Section;

born about 1935; married; lives in CNC quarters

in Cot Co Compound; family lives elsewhere.
LE-BINH (LEE BINHF)

In 1961 the position of Political Officer of the

CNC was held by LE-BINH.

He had been politica))!

officer of Regiment 812 in 1950 and later was

•

chief of the Military Proselyting Bureau (Cue \
Binh-Van) of the General Political Directorate
of the PAVN General Staff. There is no infor
mation as to whether he still holds this position
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NGUYEN-THANH-BINH (NGUYEENX THANHF BINHF)

Crewman in maritime infiltration cell of Vinh-

Linh Contact Station; bom about 1936 in MyThuy Villagef Hai-Lang District, Quang-Tri

I
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Province; member of a youth group in My-Thuy~
Village; his fiancee is living in My-Thuy Village,
PHAN-BINH (PHAN BINHF)

Former member of the Party Politbureau; appointed
deputy chief of the CNC in November 1961; four

months later he went on sick leave; in early 1962
he was transferred to the Unification Committee

at the Lao-Dong Party level.

CAT (possibly GAT)
Senior Captain

Alias: THAI. Planning Assistant in the Plans
Section, Internal Intelligence Office; born
about 1927 in Hanoi; married; his mother lives

with his wife in Hanoi; during the Resistance
War, CAT worked in intelligence in the Hanoi
suburbs.

CHAN (CHAAN)
Senior Sergeant

Security Assistant in Administrative Section;
born about 1938,

HONG-CHAU (HOONGF CHAAU)

Senior Captain

An assistant in the Foreign Intelligence Office;
born about 1921; married and has one child born

in 1960; his wife works as a typist in the Typing
Group of the Administration Section; they live in

mmm
CNC quarters on the south side of the Cot Co

Compound; former law student, reads and writes
French and English well; since the Resistance
War, CHAU has worked in intelligence and has
gained much experience; considered intelligent;
in 1957, selected to become the assistant to

the chief of the Foreign Intelligence Office;
in 1960, he was assigned to accompany the
Minister of Culture, NGUYEN-KHANH-TOAN, to

India and Japan.

Possibly in the Training Office since he was

called an instructor; possibly identical with
the CHI who replaced NGUYEN-VAN-THANH in the
Internal Intelligence Office in January 1964.
Since THANH was a senior captain, CHI may have

held the same rank.

In early 196 4, CHI trained

an agent and prepared the latter for his mission
in South Viet-Ncim.

HOANG-CHUONG (HOANGF CHUWOWNG)

In 1960, CHUONG was deputy chief of the Shipping
Agency (in Haiphong), a subordinate division of
the Maritime Transport Service, Ministry of

Communications and Transportation; upon several
occasions CHUONG had been seen in CNC headquarters

where he had gone to pick up his salary; in 1954,
CHUONG had been chief of the Military Intelligence
Section in Saigon.
,
CU (CUV)

Major

Described as a visitor from CNC headquarters who

lectured in courses given by the First Special
Operations ("Sapper") Training Battalion at the
Phung Garrison, Dan-Phuong District, Ha-Dong

'f
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province and La—Xa Villa^s^ Kinh—Mon Districtf
Hai-Duong Province. (Date of information;
April 1965J

CD's position in the CNC in

unknown.

Described as one of two secret writing experts
in the Documentation Section of the Technical
Office.
DANH

ii

Senior Captain
An instructor in the Training Office.

If
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DAU (DAAUS)

A civilian employee described as cin- administrative
cadre and secret writing specialist; known to

have trained an agent in secret writing in July/
August 1962.
'
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PHAN-DINH (PHAN DINHJ)

Senior Captain
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Deputy chief and acting chief of the Combat
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Intelligence Office; bom about 1923; married;
during the Resistance War served in a combat

unit of the 4th Military Region; in 1957,
transferred to the CNC as deputy chief of the
Combat Intelligence Office; in July 1962, when
the chief. Major VIET, went to the Soviet Union

for intelligence training, DINH became acting

chief.
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DOAI (DOAIF)
Captain

Assistant in the Training and Family.Management

Section, Internal Intelligence

1929 in Hanoi; married; lives with his family m
Hanoi; has a seventh grade education.
VO-VAN-DOAN (VOX VAWN ZOANX)

Major

From August 1957 until December 196If
of the Foreign Intelligence
tellicrence
1962, became chief of the Foreign Intelligence
Office.
DOANH

Senior Lieutenant

Gave instruction in cryptography in
sent to the Soviet Union for additiona

y

in cryptography; replaced by First Lieu enan
HOANG-LAM (q.V.).
DOANH

Senior Captain

Described as an intelligence instructor; bom
about 1925 possibly in Nam-Dinh Province;

formerly Political Officer of the Red River

Right Bank Military Region; in the beginning of
1961, transferred to the CNC to work as an
instructor; married; his wife and children live
in Nam Dinh; he lived at the BOQ in the Cot Co
Compound.
DONG

Gave instruction in radio communications from
September 1964 to March 1965.
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DU (ZUS)

Senior Captain

An assistant in the Training and Family

Management Section of the Internal Intelli
gence Office; born about 1929 in Hoa-Binh
Province; married; he and his family live in
Hanoi; has a seventh grade education; in mid—
1962 transferred from em unidentified unit in
Hoa-Binh Province to the CNC.
THI-DUNG

Typist in the CNC )probably in the Typing Group
of the Administrative Section); bom about 1935;

married; her husband worked on the General Staff;
;. m

she lived in the Cua-Nam Quarters, Cot Co Street,
Hanoi.

m
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DUONG(ZUWOWNG)

Captain

An assistant in the Training and Family

Management Section of the Internal Intelli
gence Office; born about-1927; married; his
family lives in Nghe-An Province; has a 6th grade
education; military personnel formerly assigned
to the 4th Military Region; transferred to the
CNC in late 1960.

TRAN-GIANG (TRAANF GIANG?)

May be in charge of the Radio Storage and
Repair Shop.
THI HANH

Typist in the CNC (probably in the Typxng Group
of the Administrative Section) born about 1933;

married; she is the wife of CAO PHA (q.v.).

Thl-HOI

Typist in the CNC (probably in the Typing Group
of the Administrative Section)? bom edjout 1931;
married; she is the wife of Captain HONG-CHAU (q.v.)
TRAN-HIEO (-TRAANF HIEEUJ)
Senior Colonel

Aliases; HOANG-MY, HOANG-PHUC, HOANG-VAN-XA,
NGUYEN TRIEU PHONG, true name reported to be
NGUYEN-VAN-SON (unconfirmed); born about 1908

in Phuc-Lam, My-Duc District, Ha-Dong Province;
studied at the Hcole Praotique InduetvCelle in
Hanoi; since 1930 or 1932, HIEU has been a

member of the Communist Party.
1936:

The French deported HIEU to Madagascar.

(LE GIAN, who later became director of the

,

Directorate General of Public Secuirty, was
apparently deported to Madagascar at the same
time.)

1943 - 1945:

Allied forces freed HIEU and GIAN;

HIEU parachuted into True-Son area, Ha-Dong
Province where he helped orgsuiize Viet-Minh
espionage service in Ha-Dong* Phu-Ly, Son-Tay,
and Ninh-Binh; OSS gave HIEU six months training
in espionage.
<?-

1945:

Temporarily replaced CHI-DINH-XUONG as

director of Viet-Minh security for North Viet-Nam,\
(Unconfirmed)

Before 19 Deceiver 1946: Described as head of
the Investigation Bureau (sic) of the Cong-An
(Viet-Minh security) (sic).

4'

19 46 - 1949;

Head of the Bureau of Special

Affairs (responsible for espionage auid
counterespionage) of the Diredtorate General
of Public Security.
1949:

Head of newly created Nha Lien-Laa

(Liaison Directorate), strategic intelligence
service subordinate to the Prime Minister's
Office.

1950:

Nha Lien-Lao dissolved; HIEU reassigned

to the Directorate General of Public Security,
Chief of espionage section and deputy director
of Public Security,

1951:

The Nha Lien-Lao re-established; HIEU

appointed as director.
Mid-1957:

HIEU beccune director of the Cuo

Nghien-Cuu, newly created from the merger of
the Nha Lien-Lao and the Cuo Quan-Bao.

1959:

Promoted to senior colonel and assigned

a new cover name:

HOANG-PHUC (HOANGF PHUCS).

November 1961: Removed from the position of
director of the Cuo Nghien-Cuu and reassigned

as deputy chief of the People's Supreme Organ
of Control. Concurrently he was assigned to
the Central Agencies Party Committee (sic) as
secretary.

HOA (HOAF)
Senior Captain

Alias: TIEN; described as a planning assistant
in the Plans Section of the Internal Intelligence

^fr-'Cl'jfiflf»■
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Office; born about 1927 in Thai Binh Province-

m'graie'educatLi^"
HOA

Compound; has a'

(HOAF)

Captain
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Defense" conducteri°^

Ministry of National
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HONG (HQONGF)

civilian employee of the Ministry of National
Defense; specialist in forging eind making
false identity cards; born about 19 30 in NgheAn Province; lives in BOQ in Cot Co Compound.
HONG (HQONGF?)
Senior Lieutenant

Described in 1967 as chief of maritime infiltration

group (svibordinate to the CNC) located in Vinh
City in Nghe-An Province.
LE-VAN-HUAN

Described as an instructor in order of battle

of the South Vietnamese armed forces; possibly
assigned to the Training Office.
HUNG

First Lieutenant

Before 1962, he was deputy to First Lieutenant

SON, chief of a land infiltration cell in the
Vinh-Linh contact station; in September 1962,

he became chief of a maritime communication
cell in Vinh Linh; bom about 19 32 in Cam-Lo

District, Quang-Tri Province; married; his wife
and child live in the Ho-Xa village, Vinh-Linh.
HUONG

Senior Captain
An assistant in the Combat Intelligence Office;
born about 1923; lives in BOQ in Cot Co Compo\ind.
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KHANG

Senior Captain

Described as an assistant in the Training and
Family Management Section, Internal Intelligence
Office.
KHANH

Senior Captain

Assistant in the Training and Family Management
Section, Internal Intelligence Office; born
about 1926; married; lives in Hanoi; assigned
to the CNC in 1960; did not particularly like
his work.
NGUYEN-VAN-KHOAT

(NGUYEENX VAWN KHOATS)
or

NGUYEN-MANH-KHOAT

(NGUYEEN MANHJ KHOATS)

Major

Chief of the Internal Intelligence Office; born
about 1923 in Nam-Dinh or Thai-Binh Province;

married, family." lives in Hanoi; during the
Resistance War, he was assistant director of the

Information Office (sic) of the Viet-Minh 3rd
region; in 1961, he became the assistant chief

of the Internal Intelligence Office, and in
July 1962, he was made the chief of that office.
KIEU (KIEEU)

Senior Captain

^
i

Described as an assistant in the Communicatiohs

Section of the Internal Intelligence Office;
bom about 1920 in Thanh-Hoa Province; married;

his fcimily lives in Thanh-Hoa Province; he lives
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in Cot Co Compovirid; has a 7th grade education;
during the resistance, he worked as a liaison
officer for the Military Intelligence Section
(not further identified).

Described as an instructor in photography who

gave a course in photography from September
1959 to June 1960.

lam (LAAM)

Jfi:i

Senior Captain

^0i
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Described as a visitor from the CNC who lectured
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in courses given by the First Special Operations

Training Battalion at the Phun Garrison, DanPhuong District, Ha-Dong Province and Le-Xa
Village, Kihh-Mon District, Hai-Duong Province;
his position in the CNC is not known. (Date
of information: .1965)

Mm '

HOANG-LAM

First Lieutenant

Gave instruction in cryptography^ had been a
•i,E& ia
hr

cryptographer since the resistance; described
as an able officer.
mac-lam
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Captain
Described as cin assistant in the Research Office
of the CNC; lives in the BOQ in the Cot Co
Compound.

PtENTIAL
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LANG

Captain

Described as an assistant in the Operations
Control Section, Internal Intelligence Office.
LE (LEEJ)

Captain or Senior Lieutenant

Described by the same source as an assistant in
the Communications Section and also as an

assistant in the Internal Intelligence Office;
born about .19 33 in Quang-Nam Province; single;
has a 7th grade education; lives in the Cot Co
Compound.
LIEN

Described in 1967 as an adjutant in a maritime
communications cell located in Vinh City, NgheAn Province.

NGUYEN-LOC (NGUYEENX LOOCJ)

Senior Sergeant

Described in 1963 as a cryptographer in the Vinh
Linh Contact Station; born about 1939 in TrieuPhong District, Quang-Tiri Province; does not like
being a cryptographer.
TRAN-VAN-LOC (TRAANF VAWN LOOCJ)

Gave instruction in the use of the Kiev and
Gorki cameras in 1960.

LOI (LOU?) or (LOWIJ)

Gave instruction in cryptography in.1961 and
from September 1964 to March 1965; a northener
born about 1926; fought during the Resistance War

LONG
; X-

First Lieutenant

Described as a CNC employee; born about 1929
in Thua-Thien Province; has a scar on his

left arm which he received in an ambush by
RVN rangers; married; his wife is DUONG THI
TAM (q.v.).
LONG

Senior Lieutenant

Described as chief of Land Infiltration Cell
No. 2 of the Vinh Linh Contact Station.
LUONG (LWOWNGJ)

Senior Captain

Described as a planning assistant in the Plans

Section of the Internal Intelligence Office;
may be identical with LUONG who gave a month's

instruction in intelligence either during the
period 1959 to 1960 or September 1964 to
■ March 1965.

LUYEN (LUYEENS)

Senior Captain

Described as a planning assistant in the Plans

Section of the Internal Intelligence Office;
born about 1926 in Hanoi; married; lives in
Hanbi; has a 7th grade education.
BUI LUYEN

Crewman in maritime infiltration cell of Vinh

Linh Contact Station; born about 1919 in

m

Trieu-Phong District, Quang-Tri Province; his
wife and children live in Thanh-Hoi Village,
Quang-Tri Province; member of the village
committee of Trieu-Phong District.
MAI (MAI)

Senior Captain

Described as a visitor from the CNC who lectured

in courses given by the First Special Operations
Training Battalion at the Phung Garrison, DanPhuong District, Ha—Dong Province and Le—Xa

Kinh-Mon District, Hai-Duong Province;
his position in the CNC is not known.
information:

(Date of

1965)

HA-MAI (HAF MAI)

Senior Captain

Alias:

THAI (THAIS); described as an instructor;

born about 1923 in Hanoi; has a high school
education; able to write and speak fluent French
and English; in 1957, became an intelligence
instructor in the CNC; married; his wife and
children live in Hanoi; he lives in the BOQ in
the Cot Co Compound.
NAM (NAWM)
Warrant Officer

Described by the same source as Personnel
Assistant in toe Administration Section and as

the deputy chief of the section; it is possible
he holds both positions; born about 1935.

'

NGHI (NGHIJ)

Described as one of seven civilians in the
Radio Training Section of the Technical Office;

n
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NGOC (NGOCJ)

Major

Was a major in June 1967; believed to be in the
Plans' Section of the Internal Intelligence
Office, although may be in the Operations
Control Section of the same Office.

HOANG NGOC (HOANGF NGOCJ)

Major

Described as the supervisor- of an agent being

sent south in 1967; also gave the agent training;
may be identical with the NGOC above.
NGON (NGOON)

Senior Captain
Described as an assistant in the Foreign
Intelligence Office; born about 1926; deaf in
one ear; married; his family lives in Hanoi;
has an 8th grade education; has been with the
CNC since 1960; may be on the Laotian Desk since
he speaks fluent Laotian.
NHAN (NHAANS)

Senior Captain
Described as an intelligence instructor; born
about 1925; married; his family lives in either
Hai-Phong or Do-Son; formerly the political
officer of an unidentified battalion in the

Red River Left Bank Military Region; in early
1961, transferred to the CNC to work as an

instructor in theory (of intelligence?)

t'r.K
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NHO

Captain
Described as an assistant in the Combat

Intelligence Office; born about 1918 in Nam-

Dinh Province; wife died in early 1962; his
only child was entrusted to his mother who
was living in Nam-Dinh Province; he lives in

the BOQ in the Cot Co Compound.
NIEN (NIEEN)

Described as being in charge of radio opera
tions in the Training Office. (Date of
information:

1967)

CAO-PHA

Lieutenant Colonel

Also known as NGUYEN-THE-LUONG and HOANG-MUOI;

bom about 1921 in Central Viet-Nam; speaks

with a Quang-Nam or Quang-Nghai accent; married;
wife: THI-HANH (q.v.); one daughter.born in
195 7; lives in Cua-Nam Quarters on Cot Co

Street; writes and speaks fluent French and
a little Russian.

1948:

Described as chief of "intelligence

research office" (not further described; not
confirmed).

Early 1949:

When intelligence service (not

i

further explained) abolished CAO-PHA and 13 '
people were transferred to the Cua Quan-Bao '
whose headquarters were then located in Tong-^

Dau, Binh-Chung Village, Dinh-Hoa District,
Thai-Nguyen Province.

1950;

PHA became deputy chief of the Cue Quan-Bao.

1951; Described as having fallen in disgrace
(not further amplified); assigned to 3rd Region;
was wounded at Ninh-Binh.

Late 1951/Feb 1952:

(Unconfirmed)

Described as deputy chief

of Cua Quan-Bao.

January 1955: Described as chief of the Research
Office (possibly in the Nha Lien-Lao).

Sli

1957:

Described as chief of Communications

Office in charge of foreign affairs (sic).
August 1957: Described as chief of Internal
Intelligence Office; same source also states
that from August 1957 until December 1961 PHA
was one of two deputies in the Foreign Intelli
gence Office; in January 1962, he became the
sole deputy.

1960:

Described as deputy chief of the Foreign

Intelligence Office; also chief of the Commu
nications Section.

July 1962 - late 1963: Went to the Soviet
Union for intelligence training.
PHUC (PHUCS)

Described as an instructor in cryptography.
PHUC (PHUCS)

Described in 1967 as a member of a maritime

communications group located in Vinh City in

m
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Nghe-An Province; was in charge of oK-f- •
food supplies; not believed to be in
with the PHUC cited above,
Critical
TRAN-PHUONG (TRAANF PHWOWNGJ)

Senior Captain

Described as a member of the Communir- +. •
Section (probably in the Internal

Office) of the CNC; was chief of the
Contact Station until December 1961- ,
about 1916 in Bac-Giang Province. '

^^ence

QUAI>J (QUAAN)

Senior Captain

Gave instruction in 196 7 on the

South Viet-Nam.

ation xn

QUAN (QUAAN)

Senior Captain

Described as an officer in charge of "
nications routes"

commu-

QUANG (QUANGR)

Descrxbed as one of two secre't*

in the Technical Offic^ bor^aK

north; fought in the RS^ia^ScfSa^

specialists
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QUANG (QUANG)

?rIininc'^Sect?on of
about

in the Radio'
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Hanoi, very good on morse code and !n igll "as
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a second year student at a university where he
was studying radio electronics.
QUANG

Senior Captain

Described as an instructor in the CNC; bom cibout

1923 in Hanoi; married; he euid his family live
in Hanoi; during the Resistance War he was in

charge of an intelligence unit in the 3rd Region;
in 1957r came to the CNC as an instructor.
QUE

Senior Captain

Described as an assistant in the CNC; born about

1928; lives in the CNC BOQ in the Cot Co Compound.
QUI (QUIS)
'

%

Described as one of seven civilians in the Radio
Training Section of the Technical Office.
QUY (QUYS)

Gave instruction in radio conmuanications in 1959;
possibly identical with QUI above.
bui-quyen

mm

Crew captain of maritime infiltration cell in
Vinh-Linh contact base; born about 1926 in

Trieu-Phong District, Quang-Tri Province; married;
his wife and children live in Thanh-Hoi Village,
Quang-Tri Province; younger brother of Bui-Luyen.
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TRAN-SINH (TRAANF SINK)

Major

Deputy chief of the Internal Intelligence Office
and chief of the Communications Section; born

about 1923 in Hung-Yen Province; married; lives
with his family in Hanoi; reads and writes French
and Chinese well; during the Resistance War,
he was engaged in sabotage and assassination
operations in the Hai-Duong area of Hai-Phong;
in 1957, he became deputy chief of the
Communications and Liaison Office which later
became a section in the Internal Intelligence
Office.

SOAI (SOAIS)
Lieutenant

Medical assistant in the Administration Section.
SON

First Lieutenant

Chief of one of the land infiltration cells in

the Vinh Linh Contact Station; born about 1932
in Hong-Quang Province; married; his wife and
children live in Hong Quang.
NGUYEN-TRONG-SY (NGUYEENX TRONGJ SYR)

Senior Captain
Member of the Communications Section (probably

in the Internal Intelligence Office); chief of
the Vinh Linh contact base from January to Match
1962 and then returned to CNC headquarters;

born cibout 1918 in Nghe-An Province; married
and has three children.

^

DUONG-THI-TAM (ZWONG THIJ TAAM)

Described as a nurse of the Vinh-Linh Contact
Station; formerly a member of the Thua-Thien

Provincial Committee; compromised (not further
explained) and moved to Vinh-Linh in 1956;
born about 1939 in Thua-Thien Province; her
husband's name is LONG and her two children
live at the Vinh-Linh station.

NGUYEN-VAN-TAM (NGUYEENX VAWN TAAM)

Senior Captain
Alias; LOC; described as an assistant in the
Operations Control Section of the Internal
Intelligence Office; born about 1923 in Gia
Dinh Province; has an 8th grade education;

during the resistance, he worked and operated
in the eastern region of South Viet-Nam; went
to North Viet-Nam in 1954 where he became the

political officer of a company in the 330th Division;
later became political officer of a battalion; in
early 1961, transferred to the CNC to guide
intelligence collection efforts; described as

not having much experience and not being
interested in intelligence work.

Civilian employee of the Ministry of National
Defense; employed at the CNC as a driver; born

about.1933; single; formerly a guerilla in the
5th Region; authorized to drive medium size
trucks and the command car; lives in quarters
in the Cot Co Compound.

GONPIPENTI^L

TRAN-VAN-TAN (TRAANF VAWN TAANS)

Senxor Captain

Aliases: NGUYEN-VAN-QUAN, TRAN-VAN-NANG, and
TRAN-VAN-THANH; born in 1926 in Kien-Phong
Province.

1948 - 1949: Deputy chief of the Intelligence
Section of the 300th Regiment in the Eastern
Region, South Viet-Nam.

1952 - 1954:

Chief of the Intelligence Section

of the 3a-Ria/Cholon Provincial forces and was

responsible primarily for the Nha-Be, Can-Due,
Cang-Nuoc districts.

fs

October 1954 - 1960: Intelligence career was
temporarily halted because of the movement of
South Vietneimese to North Viet-Nam and the

indifference of the North Vietnamese governrtient
to southern intelligence personnel.
January 1961:

After a tour with the 330th Division,

transferred to the CNC as an intelligence trainee

and subsequently assigned as Training and Family
Management officer in the Internal Intelligence
Office.

March/Apri1 1963: Assigned to carry out an
intelligence mission in the south; captured in
Apri1.

NGUYEN-THAI (NGUYEENX THAIS)

\

also given as NGUYEN-VAN-THAI
Senior Captain

Described as the deputy chief of the Communications
Section of the Internal Intelligence Office (in
142

April 1963); born about 1921 in Ha-Tinh Province;
he cuid his family live in the Buoi area

of Hanoi; before the Resistance War, he was a
teacher in a village school; during the war
assigned to the Military Intelligence Section
of the 4th Region; in 1957, assigned to the

Communications Section (of the Internal Intelligence
Office) and was in charge of maritime operations
out of Ha-Tinh; described as a specialist in
communications operations.
THANG

Captain

Described as an assistant in the Operations
Control Section (of the Internal Intelligence

Office ?); born about 1928 in Bien-Hoa Province;
single; lives in the Cot Co Compound; former

company commander of Combat Intelligence Company,
330th Division; in early 1961, he was transferred
to the CNC; does not like intelligence work and
wants to be transferred back to his old unit.
THANG (THAWNGS)
Lieutenant Colone1

Chief of the Training Office before July 1962;
born about 1918; in 1954 assigned to the 5th
Region; later moved to North Viet-Nam; in 1957
entered the CNC, and in July 1962 was sent to

the Soviet Union for intelligence training;
in late 1963 returned to North Viet-Nam.
THANG (THAWNGS)
Lieutenant Colonel

Described in 1967 as deputy chief of the Training
Office; native of Nghe-An Province; (may be
identical with the preceding THANG.)

PLl5E|l?'iCAI

THANH

Lieutenant

TON^'chfef
to senior Lieutenant
located
in Vinh city, NgL-Sn^'prov^nce
THANH (THANHF)
Lieutenant

Housing assistant in -t-ho

• •

born about 1933; marri#afi ?^^^stration Section;
compound.
""atried; lives in the Cot Co
THANH

Major

chief of the Research n^F-F-j

^

of 1961 until at least 1963

married; his wife lives in Hanoi^

""""capt^if

.^J^in^iing

information);

^j^g^IggNXV^^

L'"hung-DafvIufge"°SafBao^^^^

"

^guy2^
Provinoe^?o
tlach"Md"to°''®''''^'''ih'^''®^"
'y
Resistance War
w^t- against
«■ •
to escape the
Kesistance
theand
French.
tgfi-fiedged
June 1951;

"

SelecFeri t-n ■^4.*.

j

in Dong-Du Viliaqe ThnnS
^ technical school
Province, where L'studied
Nghe-An
studied electronics, mechanics.
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?•—. ll-.^ «

^|DFNTIA±^

mmsBm
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.•e«iiJ.i3-':,^LUr>>.-:.iL-*^ .•

metal work, carpentry, and plumbing; served as
member of the Executive Committee of the Student

Communist Party Chapter; graduated second in his
class; retained as an instructor at the school
until it closed in 1955.

March 1955;

Assigned to the Hanoi Workers

Union and sent to a three-month public utilities
organization and management course in Hanoi.
I 'r

June 1955;

Transferred to the Nha Lien-Lac as

Administrative Officer.
August 1955 - July 1956; Contracted tuberculosis
and sent to hospital in Quang-Tay Province.

July 1956; Returned to Hanoi; recuperated for a
month in a hospital on Hoanh Hao Tam Street, Hanoi,
September 1956 i

Returned to former position in

the Nha Lien-Lao.

June 1957; Prime Minister signed a decree which
dissolved the Nha Lien-Lac. All personnel were
transferred to corresponding sections of the Cue

Quan-Bao which was given, the cover name Cue NghienCuu.

THANH was appointed deputy chief of the

Administrative and Political Section; his duties

included the liquidation of the former holdings of
the Nha Lien-Lac and assisting personnel who were

not accepted in the CNC to find new work.

During

this period, he enrolled in the College of
Economics and Finance in Hanoi.

Janua^ 1960;

Transferred to the Internal

Intelligence Office and began five months'
i'-.V

training in intelligence collection techniques.

jOFlDE^TpVL';!'®;;

^v;- -:^-^^r:-7-7#^
'.• -

..

..: K*:S. ;• •? V \

•

.\hi.if^'^r.

Vi;;^:?_pj

r.;j;o]^jpi;,i|T,

June 1960;

Went to South Viet Mam

♦- «

- Se'oKVN

lnge!IIgince'omL""|\^|,rageng
scheduled
to operate in tte sou?h!
press releases"nd*^messagls^f^^"'"
Conunittee on the

mislion^iA
the'^s^thf left"n'j°"
captured in South Viet-Nan, in
THAO

another

>■.

(THAOR)

Senior Captain

^olt^of'^info^ationf^^lSe?)

Training Office.

THINH (THINHJ)

Civilian employee of the Ministrv
m *.•
i
Defense; assistant in the Comm, • of.Natxonal

of the Internal Intelligence^f?t2®^''K''® Section
about
and his family live in Hanoi?
children; he
1923 in Hai-Phong; married L2 5

^

THOAN (THOAN)

Captain
^aa^^^bed as an assi^tan+' . *•%

**

Office and assigned to the ?h^iLId''n^'j; Intelligence
about 1929 in the north- -in 2 7
Desk; bom
in Thailand; speaks and'writlf^Lf
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married; he and his wife live in Hanoi; joined
the Viet-Minh when former were operating in
Thailand and followed them back to Viet-Ncon

where he was stationed in the Long-Chau-Sa area
(incorporating Long-Xuyen, Chau-Doc, and SaDec Provinces); went north with his \anit in 1954
and was made a company commcuider in the 330th

Division; in early 1961, transferred to the CNC;
does not like his work and would like to return
to his old unit.
THU

Chief of the Training Office (1961); formerly
a member of the Quang Tri Province Committee;
before 1957 he was a senior operations officer
in Thua Thien Province.

THUAN (THUAANJ)

Senior Captain
Described as an assistant in the Combat

Intelligence Office since 1961; born about 1923;
lives in the BOQ in Cot-Cp Compovind.
THUAN

Senior Captain

Described as acting chief of the Training Office'
in 1963; born about 1923; during the Resistance ^
War he worked for the intelligence section of

the Fifth Region; in 1957 he became an intelligence
instructor in the CNC; married; his wife lives in
Hai-Phong; he lives in the BOQ in the Cot-Co
Compound.
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TIEN (also given as TRENG and TIENG)
Senior Captain

Described as an assistant in the Training and
Family Management Section (of the Internal
Intelligence Office ?); born about 1925 in

Son-Tay Province; has a seventh grade education;
married and has children; previously assigned
to an unidentified unit in Son-Tay Province;
came to the CNC in July 1962. Replaced THAN
VAN TAN (g.v.) in August 1962.
HA NGOC TIED

Lieutenant Colonel

Described as chief of the Field Operations
Section (sic); replaced in 1961 by one VAN.
Formerly chief of military intelligence in the
Nam-Bo Region (date ?).
TINH
Lieutenant

Described as an instructor in the Radio Training
Section of the Technical Office.
TRINH

\

Captain
1

Formerly in military intelligence in Bac Lieu

Province; returned to the DRVN in about November
1954; described in 1968 as located in the south
and working as a recruiter for the CNC.
HOANG TUAN (HOANGF TUAANS)
sn

ii'

■' •!

•

. -•••<.-:.

.^'•i.'

ISSIFIED
com}

TUNG (TLTNGF)

Senior Captain

Described as an assistant in the Communicationc,
Section of the Internal Intelligence Office-

born about 1920 in Dong-Anh District Bac-Ninh
Province; has a seventh grade education; marriedand has seven children; his wife and children
live in Dong-Anh District, Bac-Ninh Provincehe lives in the Cot-Co Compound; during the '
Resistance War, he was in the security service
and transferred to the Liaison Office fsicW •;«

1957, assigned to the CNC.

'

I

LE-NGOC-UYNH

Second Lieutenant

Described as a cadre of the Communications Section
(of the Internal Intelligence Office); quite
probably the political officer of the Vinh Linh

Contact Station; formerly the political officer
of Trieu-Phong District, Quang-Tri Provincemoved to the DRVN in 1954; transferred to the

Comm^ications Section and has been the manager
born about 1909 in Trieu-Phong District, Quangof the Vinh-Linh Contact Station since 1956-

Tri Province; has one boy, PHUOC, who was in
school in the Soviet Union (1962 ?) .

AN

Captain

Alias;

THANH; described as an assistant in the

Operations Control Section of the Internal

Intelligence Office.

VAN (VAWN)
Captain

Alias:

THACH; described

Operations Control

Intelligence Office; born abnn^
Province; married; his wif? ^

in Ha-Dong ProviniefL

Compound; has a seventh grade

been in the Operations Control
1957; in about July 1962

®

Nam-Dinh

the Cot-Co

vam

Union for intelligence trainina^^K

the DRVN towards the end of 1963

.

Soviet

^returned to

HOANG-VAN (HOANGF VAAN)

Senior Captain

Chief of the Administration c;«^4.-

1925; has an eighth grade education'

his family lives in Bac-Ninh area° k
Cot-Co Compound; goes home on weekends
NGUYEN-NHU-VAN (NGUYEENX NHUS VAWN
Lieuten^t Colonel

^

Before July 1962, chief of the Tn^^

^ 11 •

gence Office; bom about 1921 in h
Intelliraised in Thailand; has a
French and speaks fluent The? ™°"ledge of
it, married, his wife Js Tni;^
(now called Kien-Phong Provinci^® ?£ Sa-Dec Province

ohildren: a girl bo™ abou^ wU

about 1958, his wife works in th^r ?

Institute in the Dong-Da District Irrigation

and family live in guarters

I'^SfiUu^l.

1946:

Joined the Viet-Minh Overseas Troops in

Thailand.

1953 - 1954: Deputy chief of the provincial
lorces in Long-Chau-Sa (Long-Xuyen, Chau—Doc,
and Sa-Dec Provinces).

1955 - 1956; Political officer of the_658th
I--'. CJ

Regiment, stationed in Hoang-Hoa District,
Thanh-Hoa Province.

1958:

Commanding officer of an unidentified
artillery unit in the 330th Division, stationed

in Tho-Xuan District, Thanh-Hoa Province.

1959 - 1960;

Chief of the Tactical Training

Section ofthe Intermediate and Advanced Military
School in Bach-Mai, Hanoi.

1961 - July 1962; Chief of the Internal
Intelligence Office.

July 1962 - late 1963;

Went to the Soviet Union

for intelligence training.
PHU-VAN

Lieutenant Colonel

Probably identical with NGUYEN-NHU-VAN? source
refers to latter and PHU-VAN as former chief of

Internal Intelligence Office; both went to Soviet
Union for training in July 1962 and remained there
3

until late 1963.
THU-VAN

See under NGUYEN-VU above.

-s W lOaihiQ^ <12;ii
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TU-V^ (TUW VAWN)
Colonel

~

Described as assis^^r,-f-

u-

as chief ^ of the Operatinn^^n,infonnation: December

CNC as well
(<3ate of

®ri966). See NGUYEN-VU above.
X
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VANG (VANGF)
Captain

Described as an assist

t- •

Family Management SectflJ^

Training and

Intelligence Office- horn

Internal

Nam Province; has about^ about 1926 in Quang-

family status unknown-

9i"ade education;

the beginning of 1961'.

to the CNC in

VIEN (VIEEN)

Lieutenant Colonel

Described as a visitor f
in courses given by the
Training Battalion at tho
Dan-Phuong District

CNC- who lectured
Special Operations

He-n

Garrison in

Le-xa Village, Kinh-MorD?=? f'^ovinoe and in

Province, position in thl c«c''u^i Hai-Duong

of information 1965).

^^cnown. (Date

HGUYEN-VIET (HG^EENX vtvv..,,
Lieuten^t Colonel"""

In 195 7, became th« oh-!«.p

.e

gence Office; early in ^ono
Combat Intellilieutenant colonel- tn t ? Promoted to

Soviet Union for inte?if^
to the DRVN in late

i

^'i
'
■'tr-

bo the

braining; returned
1963; born about 1921 in North

^

Viet-Nam; high school graduate; writes and
speaks fluent French; during the Resistance
War, was commanding officer of the Combat
Intelligence Battalion subordinate to the
Viet-Minh general headquarters.
NGUYEN-HONG-VIET (NGUYEENX HOONGF VIETJ)

Political officer for the CNC from, January until
August 1958; before 1954 was a member of the
eastern Nam-Bo Executive Committee; moved to

the DRVN in 1954; also described as being a
member of the 7th Region Party Committee and
concurrently secretary of the Thu-Bien

Provincial Party Committee. (These two statements
may cover the same period of time, i.e., one
amplifies the other.); became member of the
staff of the 33Qth Division and later CNC

Political Officer (as given above); later, in
1958 assigned as chief of the Organization
Department (sic) of the Ministry of Public
Security; one other source states he was made
vice-minister of Public Security.
XINH (XINH)

Major

Described as assistant chief of Operations Division
(not further explained). (Date of information;
1966).

>

FOOTNOTES

1.

In June 1925^ HO-CHI-MINHj then known as NGUYEN

AI-QUOC (Nguyeenx Aif Quooas), took over an elut-

ing Vietnamese refugee group^ the "Eeart to Heart
Association" (Tam-Tam-Xa), set up in Canton
China, by LE-HONG-PHONG, and rechristened it the
Viet-Nam Cach-Menh Thanh-Nien Dong-Chi-Hoi (Viet
Nam Revolutionary Youth Association),

Bernard

Fall: The Two Viet Nains, New York, 1963 p 93
Five years later, the Youth Association was'

succeeded by the Dong-Duong Cong-San Dang (Indbchinese Communist Party).

2.

Trampoline #1, The Viet Cong Security Service
July 1967, p. 7.

3.

Vo Nguyen Giap:

^

People's War, People's Armv

New York, 1962, p. 71.

4.

Resolution of the 8th session of the Central
Committee, 1941. Cited by Vo Nguyen Giap
Op. cit.j p. 71.

5.

During the 8th session of the Central Committee
from 10 to 19 May 1941, the TCP set up the Mat

Viet—Nam Doc—Lap Dong—Minh (Revolutionary
League for the Independence of Viet Nam), commonly
referred to as the "Viet-Minh." The Viet-Minh
was in theory a broad coalition of Vietnamese
anti-French movement; however, in fact, it was a
body rigidly controlled by the Vietnamese
communists.

6.

Cf. Edgard O'Ballance: The Indo-China War, 19451954, London, 1964, pp. 38 and 39.

IrtSI
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7,

Geneval CHANG FA—KUEI v&poTiedZy sewBd wCih
BORODIN -in Canton -in 1927,

Bernard Fait:

Le Viet-Minh, La Repiablique Democratique du

Viet-Nam, 1945-1960^ Paris, 1960, p. 67.
8.

Aoaording to Bernard Fall, NGUYEN-AI-QUOC was
arrested on 28 August 1942. Bernard Fall: The

Two Viet-NamSj New York, 1963, p. 99.
According to Bernard Fall, Op. cit., p. 99, HOCHI-MINH was released on 16 September 1943.
10.
11.

Joseph Buttinger: Viet Nam: The Dragon
Embattled, New York, 1967, pp. 267 and 26^Philippe Devillers:

L'Histoire du Viet—Nam,

Paris, 1952, p. 268.

12.

A Free French Mission was established in Chung
king in October 1943, and immediately made
contact with sympathizers inside Indochina with

the^ object of forming an intelligence network.
This move was successful and the information
obtained was placed at the Allies* disposal.
Edgar 0'Ballance, Op. cit., p. 44.
13.

Decrees 33 and 71, both dated 22 March 1946,

i

established the People*s Army of Viet Nam (PAVlr)
Bernard Fall: The Viet Minh Regime, New York,'
1956, p. 81..

V

Articles 3 through 16 of Decree no. 71 estab
lished the position and functions of the PAVN
political commissar..

14.

Bernard Fall refers to *'a newly created Army
Commissariat" in The Viet-Minh Regime, page 12.
The implication is that the Army Commissariat
may have been created as a part of the National
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Resistanae Committee.

Fall unfortunately provides

no additional details. It is interesting to note
thatj on 4 June 1945^ the General Committee of
the Viet Uinh Front convened a conference at
which it was resolved to reorganize the Viet Nam
Liberation Army to include the setting up of a
"commissariat and intelligence service." No

further details are available as to the relation^
if anyy between this "commissariat" and the "Army
Commissariat."

Breaking Our Chains^ Documents on the Vietnamese
Revolution of August 1945^ Hanoij Foreign
Language Publishing Houses 1960^ pp. 54 and 55.

The Public Security Directorate was created by
Decree no. 23j dated 21 February 1946^ and

reorganized in August 1948 by the Director^ LEGIANj who approved the new laws by Ordinance no.
140-Cj dated 10 August 1946. The Directorate was
subordinate to the Ministry of Interior.
In 1948y the Directorate was composed as follows:
LE-GIAN (aka TO-GI)

. Director

Deputy Director

HOANG-MY (aka

HOANG-VAN-XA) who \
may be identical
with TRAN-HIEU.

Political Affairs Bureau.

This bureau was

charged with the
investigation and
suppression of
political activities
inimical to the

government.
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Special Affairs Bureau : TRAB-UIEU. This
bureau was charged
wiih espionage and
counterespionage.

Other Bureaus

; Judicial Police,
Administration,

Economy, Research,

Cryptography, and

■t
%

Police Schools,

The Director of Public Security was later raised
to the rank of Under Secretary of State for Public
Security, On 1 January 1952, LE-GIAR was replaced
by TRAN-QUOC-HOAN, presently the Minister of
Public ^Security, Public Security became a sepa
rate ministry in 1957 at the same time as the

4

merger of the two intelligence services (g,v,),
l6,

As early as 1950, TRAN-RJEU was described as hold—

ing the posi^t'von of deputy director of Public
Security in addition to his intelligence responsi
bilities, The last mention of TRAN-HIEU as
deputy appeared in 1954. if the above informa
tion is true, it may lend additional validity to

ihe following statement made by Bernard Fall
relative to the intelligence coordinating func
tions of the director of Public Security:

1

^
I

"Throughout the police system there existed
close coordination between the Political

Bureau, the VPA Military Intelligence
Service, and the information and propa
ganda units of the area (DRVN Security

Zones), thus acheiving a maximum of
coverage of every bit of intelligence

that might possibly indicate subversive
activities,

This close coordination

was also achieved at top level, where the
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civilian Director General of the Toliae

and Security Services had as his deputy
the Chief of the Central Intelligence
Services of the VIA."
Bernard Fall:

The Viet-Minh Regime, Dew lork^

1956, p. S5, and Le Viet-Minh 1945-1960, Paris,
1960, p. 105.

Early 1951 is probably correct for the Lao-Dong
Party was created during a meeting in North
Viet-Nam of the National United Front, 11-19
February 1951. The party was formally estab
lished on 4 March 1951. Bernard Fall: Le
Viet-Minh 1945-1960, Paris, 1960, p. 149.
There is confusion as to the date of the merger

of the civilian and military intelligence services.
The majority of sources, however, indicate that
the merger took place in 1957 and may, in fact,
have taken place in August 1957, the date of
Colonel LE-TRONG-NGHIA's appointment as deputy

chief of the Cue Nghien-Cuu. [According to one
source the DRVN Prime Minister signed a decree
in June 1957 dissolving the Liaison directorate.

All personnel of the Liaison Directorate were
transferred to corresponding sections of the
Cue Quan-Bao which was given the cover name of

Cue Nghien-Cuu (see footnote 19.)] Plans for
the reorganization of DRVN intelligence may have
been initiated in 1955 when TRUONG-CEINH, then
Z-

Secretary General of the Lao-Dong Party, succeeded
in reorganizing the Ministry of National Defense.
The reorganization modelled after the Chinese
Communist Ministry of National Defense provided
for three major components: the Political
Directorate, the General Staff, and the Supply
or Logistics Directorate.

Boney,

/-, Communism in North Vietnam, London^

1963^ p. 41.
18.

^

^

<iown the
of if
the Cue Nghien-Cuu within
the exact
DRVN position
Government.
It%8 oerta^n that the CNC is subordinate to the

Cht-^f of the PAVff General Staff. Information
dated AprxX 1963^^ however, indicates that the CNC

recevves dxrectxves from two other government

components xn addition to the General Staff.
Central Unification
Commxttee and the Prime Minister's
Office. Later

Ix rnn
December 1966 indicates that
p«?mf
to HO-CHI-MINH
through'
Prxme Mxnxster PHAM-VAN-DONG,
Deputy Prime

points up the necessity for

more xnformatxon and study on the entire DRVN

xntellxgence and security community.

19.

The title Cnc Tinh-Bao appears to be used
xndxscrxmxnately by Vietnamese writers as a

IVllTcV.

denote any intelligence
^oted that the title for the strategic\

xntellxgence service sometimes includes the

compound word trung-uong (trung wowng) and is
translated as "central." There is not sufficient
xnformatxon^xn Vietnamese, however, to support

the translatxon of Cue Nghien-Cuu Trung-Uong as
Central Research Agency" as.it is sometimes
as

j
might
be better
translated
C/7C Headquarters"
or
"National
Research

Agency sxnce in all cases reference is being
made to the service at the national or Lao-Dong
Party level.
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IfB:

One well-informed source has stated that the

title Cue Nghien-Cuu (without the compound word
trung-uong; appears in the letterhead of official
correspondence originating within the CNC for
dissemination outside the agency.

(Comment: ^Although theories abound^ actual

relationships between the Military Affairs
Committee and Unification Committee and between
these committees and the military and party
structure in South Viet-Nam have not been clearlv
expressed.)

The Unification Committee was

established immediately after the July 1954
armistice. At that time it was known as the
"Comm-uttee for the People's Struggle for Relations
between the North and South" (Ban Dan-Tranh QuanHe Bac Nam) but was usually referred to as the'

"North-South Relations Committee" (Ban Quan-He
Bac Nam). its mission was. to promote contact

between the two Viet-Nams in all fields of
activity.^ After the national elections failed
to materialize in 1956, the committee became

known as the "Central Committee for the Peoole's
(Ban Dan-Tranh ThongusuaZii/ referred to as

.

fixation Committee" or simply

Unvfvcat-von Committee" (Uy-Ban Thong-Nhat).
Svnce that time, the Committee has been ostensiblv >
responsible for all matters concerning persons who •

went to the DRVN in 1954 and 1955 and for propaganda
actvvvtves encouraging the North Vietnamese people
to support unification of the country.

After the Third Party Congress in 1960, the
4.1

elevated to the rank of a ministry

iXl
v 7-4.1
(Government.
The Committee
■vne Polvtbureau
and the Secretariat
in the assists

^nterpretation of the political and social
situatvon yn South Viet-Nam, the recommendation
II

m^0m

m

of potic-ies to guide the development of the
Communist Party in South Viet-Nam^ and the
fulfillment of all requirements (except
military requirements) for personnel and
materiel,

SIC Report No. 25/65, 11 February 1965.

The Military Affairs Committee is the supreme

party organization for the People's Army of
Viet-Nam. The Committee consists of twenty
members^ both civilian and militaryy who are
all members of the Central Committee and/or

Politbureau.

They are elected by the Central
Committee to represent the Party in supervising ^

the Ministry of National Defense and all communist
armed forces in North and South Viet-Nam.

The

Committee assists the Politbureau and the Party

Secretariat in following the war in the southy

provides strategic guidance for military operations
in the south, and ensures the quick supply of men
and materiel to meet military requirements. The

Committee controls the military apparatus through
the General Political Directorate, now headed by
Major General SONG-HAO. SIC Report No. 25/65,
11 February 1965.

See The Viet Cong Security Service (TRAMPOLINE iH )\
July 1967 (CONFIDENTIAL).

Omitted.

^

In its operations in South Viet-Nam the CNC may

occasionally conduct that kind of aounterintelligence
operation usually called aggressive counterespionage >
That isy if the CNC should develop a penetration of
an enemy intelligence or security organ through
its own resourcesy it would probably continue to
run the operation, even though the target is
within the normal charter of the Cong An.

Presumably coordination would be effective and
non-acrimonious.

CONFIDENTIAL

The DRVN maintains foreign representation in the

following countries: ("F" indicates simultaneous
representation by the NFLSVN),
Alhania

Iraq

Algeria (F)
Bulgaria

North Korea (F)
Laos

Burma

Marretania (from Mali)

Cambodia

Mali

Gey Ion

Mongolia

China (F)

Morocco

Congo

Poland (F)
Rumania

Cuba (F)

Czechoslovakia (F)

Syria ■

France

Tanzania

East Germany (F)

United Arab Republic (F)

Guinea

United Kingdom (press only)

Hong Kong

Soviet Union (F)

Hungary (F)
India

Yemen (from UAR)
Yugoslavia

Indonesia (F)

Zanzibar (from Tanzania)

DOD IR 6028 0723 68, 25 February 1968 from^ CMIC
Source No. 1646.

According to a source (in 1966)
whose information is unconfirmed, there was an

intelligence network in Military Region 5 directly
responsible to the Military Intelligence Section
of the General Staff, Military Affairs Committed.
Personnel and equipment including radio gear

,

were supplied by the "military intelligence
^
department" of the North Vietnamese General Staff
headquarters. Its communications also involved a
link with the "Department of Military Intelligence"

of the North Vietnamese General Staff in Hanoi
and a network of strategic intelligence cells
(not further identified).

27, It may possibly be a linguistic confusion
between Vu Nghien-CuUj an element of the

secuvity sevvice (Coxig—ATi) and Cue Nghien-CuUj
the cover name for the strategic intelligence
service so often called the Cue Tinh-Bao,

that has led to reports that the CNC has a
aounterintelligence function.

28.

Linguistic difficulties exist here also and
largely by the indiscriminate use of the

English non-word "sapper" to denote any kind
of armed attack except frontal assault by
uniformed troops against prepared military
positions. The Vietnamese dae-eong (dawoj
coohg) is incorrectly translated by "sapper" a
word of French origin used in British military
slang to describe (military) construction
engineerst which would be translated into
Vietnamese as cong-binh (coong binh).
The noun "sap" indicates the trench or gallery
dug from the attacker's lines to a point

beneath the enemy 's works to gain entrance to
his fortifications or to destroy them by

explosives. The verb "to sap" describes the.
action^ i.e.^ to operate against or pierce by
saps. The noun "sapper" is the one who saps;\
a- member of a mili'ta.ry engineer unit organized
and equipped primarily to execute sapping and^
other field fortification work.

Hence the word "sapper" is too restrictive and
does not describe those commando or ranger

type activities carried out by the dae-eong
or special operations units of the Vietnamese
communist elements in South Viet-Nam.

29.

An earlier document (1959), from an official
South Vietnamese service, gives his name as
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TRAN-MINH-TRI (Traanf Minh Trie) aka HUONG

(Hwowng).

He was described as a member of the

Lao-Dong Party Central Committee and CNC
representattve in South Viet-Nam.

The reader will note that the area we think of
as^ bevng governed by the Republic of Viet-Nam

with capital in Saigon is, under North Viet

namese law, part of the communist Democratic
Republic of Viet-Nam with seat in Hanoi.
Espionage operations in the south are there
fore conducted by the Internal
In
rough parallel the Chinese Communist intelli

gence services administer their work in Hong

Kong and Formosa as internal areas.

The

reader may wish that Hanoi's control of South
Viet-Nam were as weak as Peking's control of
Taiwan.

The term "research" appears to be a favorite

euphemism or cover name for clandestine intelli

gence.

The presence of a CNC operational base

within a Party Committee, covered as an osten

sible regular section of the Committee, suggests
the possibility of a closer relation between

the apparatus of the Internal Intelligence
Office of the CNC and the Party apparatus

(including presumably Military Intelligence) in
the South than our information on CNC opera

tions has thus far given us to believe.

See

subsequent discussion (paragraphs 5c and 5d)
on Combat Intelligence Office and Combat

Intelligence Battalion.

Radio monitoring and relay of radio messages
are now thought to be conducted by specialized
elements in the field and at CNC headquarters.
See paragraph 5f below on the Technical Office.

S3.

As of 1963 SenioT Captains LUONG (Luwowng),
HOA (Hoaf), LUYEN (Luyeens), THANH (Thdnhf),
and Captain CAT (Cat). SouToe: SIC Report
No. 159/63, 11 Deaembev 1963; SIC Report No.

%

I

176/63, 13 January 1964.
34.

1

As of 1963 Senior Captain NGUYEN-VAN-TAM
(Nguyeen Yawn Taam), Captains HOA (Hoaf),

THANG (Thawngs)j LANG (Lang) and VAN (Vaan).
Source:
35.

ibid.

M

As of 1963j Senior Captains KHANG (Khang) and
TRENG (Treng)j Captains DUONG (Zwowng)^ DOAI
(DOAIF), VANG (Vangf) and DU (Zus).

Source:

ibid.
36.

P. J. Honey^ Conunvinism in North Viet Nam, M.I.T.

Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1966.
37.

p. 98f.

NIC Report 932/67, 1 September 1967; Source:
NGUYEN THANH VAN.

38.
39.

See note 30 above.

Although few details are available concern-

ing selection, investigation, and recruit
ment of CNC staff personnel (both civilian

and military), one report prepared by an
official French service in 1953 states that

the Political Office of the then Directorate
General of Public Security was responsible
for the internal security of the Viet-Minh
civilian government and party organizations.
In order to prevent the leakage of informa
tion of potential interest to the enemy, the
Directorate set up a security section within
each DRVN administrative service, organiza
tions, and enterprise. These sections were

■-ir

completely controlled by the party; the
Directorate acted only in an advisory
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oapaoity and when necessary as an organ of
repression.

The Military Security Service fulfilled a
similar function inside the Viet-Minh armed
forces.

The source document is now fifteen years old;
however, there has been no subsequent infor
mation indicating that the above responsibilitiec have been changed in any way.

40.

A competent source, whose information is dated
no later than early 196S, stated that from
1954 until September 1959 personnel of the
People's Army of Viet-Sam (PAVN) received food,
clothing, and a small amount of pocket money.

Until September 1959 there were no published
regulations relating to pay scales and supply
systems. After that date regulations were
published establishing two systems for the
PAVS:

a.

Non-commissioned officers and enlisted

personnel were provided with clothing, food,
and spending money as they had been before
September 1959. The majority of the above
personnel took their meals in military messes.
Those men serving on the staff who had their
families with them were given an allowance
of 21 piasters ($3.57) per month and were
allowed to take their meals at home.

Each person received monthly the follow
ing amount of pocket money:
Senior sergeant

|r:
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36 piasters ($ 6.16)

. "• 5 -

Bi

Sergeant

_

piasters ($ 5.10)

Corporal

_

24 piasters ($ 4.08)

Private first class - 18 piasters ($ 3.06)

Private

_

22 piasters ($ 2.04)

b. All officer personnel received the fol
lowing basic monthly salary:
Senior general

- 220 piasters ($37.40)

Colonel general

- 205 piasters ($34.85)

Lieutenant general

- 190 piasters ($32.20)

Major general

- 175 piasters ($29.75)

Senior colonel

- 160 piasters ($27.20)

ColoneI

- 145 piasters ($24.65)

Lieutenant colonel

- 120 piasters ($22.10)

Major

- 115 piasters ($19.55)

Senior captain

- 100 piasters ($17.o)))
I

Captain

86 piasters ($14.&2)

Senior lieutenant

80 piasters ($13.60)

Lieutenant

72 piasters ($12.41)

Warrant officer

65 piasters ($11.05)

Officers were allowed to eat with their
families in nationalized restaurants or in

private boarding houeesj however^ it was
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recommended that they eat with the troops
in order to appreciate the troops' messing
conditions, If officers ate in a mess they

were required to pay 21 piasters ($3.57) a
month.

All military personnel were entitled to

supplemental allowances.

These were broken

down into three categories:

a.

A longevity allowance paid after serving

in the army for three years.

It was equal

to one per cent of the monthly base pay for
each additional year. The allowance for
non-commissioned officers and enlisted men

was equal to one per cent of the pocket
money received plus the value of food and
equipment.

b. A cost of living allowance paid on the
basis of a decree issued by the Ministry of
Interior which designated certain sections

of the country as high cost of living areas.
Hanoi was considered a high cost of living
area and personnel stationed there received
a twelve per cent cost of living allowance.
c. Family allowance paid to military per
sonnel with more than two children. They
received 5 piasters a month extra for each
additional child.
In addition to the above allowances3
every member of PAVN3 regardless of rank
received two 0.1 2 piaster postage stamps
per month. When military personnel go on
TDI they receive d one piaster a day called
"mission fees", If they used their own
bicycle for the trip they were reimbursed

in the following

p.. ;;-

amounts:

^

AI^ S

41.

a.

First category (asphalt roads) 0.015 piaster per kilometer

b.

Second category (gravel roads) 0.02 piaster per kilometer

c.

Third category (dirt roads) 0.025 piaster per kilometer

As of 196Sj this sum amounted to 600 piasters

($102.00) per month.
42.

In one known instance, an officer's family

received 200 piasters ($24.00) per month.
42.

a.

LESSON PLAN FOR A TRAINING COURSE FOR A

CNC AGENT HANDLER, 1964
1).

TRADECRAFT

Ideological motivation of an intelligence
officer
Preparations for an intelligence opera
tion

Tasks and responsibilities of a case
officer

^
I

Spotting and development of potential ^
agents

Recruitment of agents

Management of an agent net

Techniques of operational contacts and
communications

Collection and evaluation of information
170
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Surveittanoe and aountersurveittance

Operational security
Preparation of reports
2).

TECHNICAL TRAINING

Document photography

Radio operation and repair
Cryptography

Counterfeiting of cachets

Motor vehicle driving
Secret writing
3).
Pml

b.

SPECIAL TRAINING — railroad engineer
LESSON PLAN FOR A TRAINING COURSE FOR A

CNC OFFICER, 1966
1).

TRADECRAFT

Purposes and need for strategic intelli
gence

Principles of operational security
Study of operational area
Surveillance and countersurveillance

Operational contacts and communications

Spotting and developing potential agents
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Of intelligence

TECHNICAL

PhoioffPaphy

Secret writing

Radio operatione (one..,ay receiving)
3). SPECIAL — Bngliah Ian
g^age.
44.

the CNC organieation
contained
taken
from
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1-f. ie

ormation on

in paragraphs
two documents

Vietnameee
e'ecuritJ'lt
the
tuc (dated
nct\ateTT-'ff^'ial South
"f
ly supports the seaon/i ^
1964) generalhowevev^ are di/filult
Details,

going hack to the sou-nr*
available.

^ssolve without
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longer
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mation dated late-n
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early
1994.
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The exact titles ns +1.

fact any titles existeT^ "regions", if in
are not known.
46.

T}l& CNC ^S'P T^Q8^Yii-^-t-eC

was one NGUYEN-TUAN

may be identical witi
name who was desar>-i

<^^Bigned to this

Tuaans).

psrson with the

area

TUAN
same

47.

under the direc-

B^chs) aka DOAM-viiXT_»;S! {^^ay_ eenx
arrested

Ngocj
-VAN-BICH (Doanf Yawn Bichs);
t-n Hue in 1969 ♦

abouts are unknown.

'his present where-

Ill
u Wi

I

48,

This area was under the direction of LE CAU
(Lee Caau). Before the Armistice in 1954,
LE CAU had been chief of military intelli
gence in Military Region V. After the armi
stice, LE CAU returned north where he

remained a short time before returning to
South Viet-Nam to set up an operations base

in Pleiku Province; he later changed his
base to Lam-Dong Province. He was arrested
by South Vietnamese authorities on 12 Novem

ber 1961.
South
49.

LE CAU is still being held by the

Vietnamese.

This region was under the command of NGUYENVAN-DIEP (Nguyeenx Vawn Zieepj) aka PHAN '
(Phan). His headquarters in Svay-Rieng

Province in Cambodia were described as being
"co-located" with the Nam-Bo Regional Com
mittee. Before 1954, DIEP was a member of

the Long-An Province Committee; after the
ceasefire, he went to North Viet-Nam and in
1960 was called to the CNC.

After a course

of training in intelligence, he was sent to
South Viet-Nam where he was to contact MAI-

CHI-THO, Secretary of the Nam-Bo Regional
Committee, to discuss the organization of
a network to maintain regular contact with

the Regional Committee and to relay direc
tions, documents, etc., to and from CNC
headquarters. DIEP was unable to fulfill
his missions and to set up operations.

He'was captured by South Vietnamese author
ities and accepted recruitment as a pene
tration agent. Following the overthrow of
the Diem Regime, DIEP disappeared.
SO.

Phai-Vien (phais vieen) is translated
literally as "envoy"; one might say "repre

sentative". In order to equate phai-vien
to American intelligence terminology, the
173
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Vietnamese title is translated as "opera

tions officer" or "field commissar" (a
Soviet intelligence term).
51.

Phai-khien (phais khieenr) may be trans
lated as the person with an "assigned
command".

American intelligence would con-

eider the phai-khien equal to an "agent
handler" or "mission agent" (a Soviet intel~
li'gence term).
62.

Co-so may be translated literally as "instal
lation" or "base" as well as "asset" or
"agent".

most part, information regarding

these contact bases was extracted from in

terrogations of captured CNC agents, agent
handlers, and operations officers. Such

"^^l^^Pogations have in the past, certainly,
shown a lack of professionalism, e.g., the
necessary and concurrent research and

collateral investigation that should have
been carried out during the course of an
'^'n-terrogation was obviously not done.

In

essence, many of the "sources" interrogated
have not been "broken" or have not con

fessed; the results, therefore, have been
Ix-ttle more than debriefings. In some
cases, CNC personnel have not been inter

rogated on their knowledge of radios and

bases although they had continued access to

these bases and should have had detailed

t^nformation.

In other cases, the CNC

sources furnished only general information

on the bases, although the sources should

have had considerably more knowledge. In
still other cases, there has been conflict
ing information by several sources on the
same base, yet no attempt was made to
174
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resolve these differences,

The information contained here on the con
tact base is the result of prolonged re
search in the available files of information
and is believed to be accurate.

A date of information is given where it is
not evident from the text when the action
took place.
A fictitious cryptonym to hide the true iden
tity of a contact base known to be in opera
tion.
%

Generally the boat used in a maritime in
filtration operation is a sailing junk (no
motorized vessels have ever been reported)
and has a crew of four or five men.

The

boat is usually camouflaged as a fishing or
merchant vessel and is provided with forged
documentation; the crew is provided with a

cover story to justify its presence near
the target area. Personnel to be infil
trated or exfiltrated pose as members of
the crew are given some training to familiar
ize them with their cover work.

Boat crews

are instructed not to attempt to acquire
any information about the identities of the
personnel on board or their missions.

In

addition to their main operational tasky
boat crews are also given intelligence re
quirements for each trip, e.g., presence of
allied and South Vietnamese shipping, mil
itary patrol boats, etc. Usually boats
are used only during the period from Decem
ber through August when weather conditions
are favorable for travel on the water.

(See also Chapter IV above.)
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57.

Before leaving Hanoi, CNC headquarters had
issued instructions that should it prove
impossible to establish radio contact with
Hanoi, the local Province Party Committee
would report the matter to COSVN who would
request orders from Hanoi.

58.

The contact made with the Province Party
Committee and the subsequent assistance
provided by the local party elements in
dicate a closer relationship between CNC

field components and local party represent
atives than heretofore known and, in fact,
indicate that Hanoi must have informed the

Province Party Committee of the group 's
assignment in So.uth Viet-Nam before the
Group 's arrival in the area. Another
factor which indicates a closer relation

ship is that the contact base known overtly
as a "district armed element" and later as

a "province armed propaganda unit".

This information appears to contradict

earlier information to the effect that the

CNC strictly forbade any contact with local

party elements, except in an emergency or
for support purposes (and only after ap
proval had been received from CNC headquar
ters)^ however, it may be that only certain
members of a CNC base or network, e.g., the
base chief,^ were authorized to establish
and maintain contact with local vartu ele
ments.

^

This theory might be further expanded by
stating that

persons authorized to es

tablish contact with local communist units
were usually located within communist con

trolled areas, whereas agent handlers and

other operational personnel operating in
176

areas not under oommunist control may have

been forbidden contact with local party
elements including the National Front for
the Liberation of South Viet-Nam so as to

preserve their "legal status".
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